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16 Abstract (cont.)

made-avaLlakie_or supported by the coMpany. We found short run

for employees who were young,female, and who had transferabi

employees and tho'se with low performance ratings also had hi

After the first two years, younger, female, and black employees

rates. The reeruiting and selection process has a built-in bias

applicants, and only strong alfirmative aOtion will enable blac

relativily stable internal labor market.

,
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turnover highest
skill.. lack-
termination Tates.
had lower tuiRover
against minority
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INTRODUCTION,

Individuals find employment in our economy through a complex ,

1

process that involves search on the part of the prospective
.

emplOyeii

and selection processes utilised by employers. To i.large extent job

seekers knOw. vary little about the criteria and decision rules that

thty lace-*hen thiy apply.for employment.
, ilticept for-highly skilled jobs, Employers are usually faced

with large numb?. of job applications from which they must select
.

the successfut candidates. Their success or'failure is function
.

of their ability to pass through the employer's screening process.

Labor rket specialists frequently refer to the "matching" process,

7but the employer with a vacancy provides little information about .

exactly what characteristics are being sought,in a new employee, and

each employer has its own criteria for selection. Consequently,

job applicants are forced to play the game without knowing the

rules, since they are set anew by each prospective employer. The game
e
is not necessarily a fair one. Some groups in the labor force may

have more information than-others concerning the availability of jobs

<IS

d the criteria used by those who do the screening. Some will have

'a advantage becaUse they have characteristics tha re given positive

weight in the selection process. In the absence f spec al effort,

dis-it is likely that minority groups, in the labor force will

and by't

elation

specti

advantaged by their relative lack of information

to satisfy criteria that depend on experience or

are less available to them. Frail the employer's 4e

selection process is difficult to control and monito .

41.

J.

ir nability

cil

ips th t

th

rsonnel officers

have a goolddeal of latitude' in carrying out the hi *pg function, and .

it is extremely difficult aAd costly to evaluate the results of their

activities. First of all, there may be considerable discrepancy between

14nagemenesperception of the process,and the effective screening rules.

The actual hiring criteria can only be determined by examining the results

of the hiring deciiions. Then there is the problem of validating the

procesi, that is, determining the extent to which the criteria utilized
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in the screening of applicants are relatted to .the job performance of

successful candidates. The problem is complicated by the fact that the

makeup and effectiveness of an emOloyerls libor-force at any point

of time Li the result not only of its selection procedures, but also

of the decision rulel utilized in the firm's "internal latlor market."

An employee's performance is a function of personal characteristics

and backgreSnd, brought with the individual to the employer, and' thethe40
emplOyee's organizational experience with the employer.

The efficiency of .individual fining, and the ,economy's potential

for growth is dependent in part on the extent to white all groups in

the labor force are able to find their most productiv employment. This .

is more likely to occur if job seekers are more aware of the criteria
\

used by the firms and industries in selecting employees, and if employers

take steps to insure that, their selection pitqedures, and the administration

of their "internal labor markets" make the most effecti4e use of the

available labor supply. Through the examination Of a relative stable
4

Utility Company, this study has attempted to prOvide some insight into

the selection process, and into the factors -41Qappear to effect an

employee's relative success in the organizatibn: Although limited

to a single firm, our results add to our underatanding of the factors

that determine how individuals move into productive employment, and

progress through the job matrix of a firm. The tudy.serves as an illus-

tration of the importance, as well as the difficulty; of testing assumptions

made by employers when they screen applicants for employment, and of

assessing the effects of their manpower policies and procedures.

The cooperating employer is a Gas Utility company that employs

approximately 1600 individuals, of whom two hundred are supervision or

management, five hundied are white collar workers, and nine hundred

are blue collar wage earners. The study was based on application files,

interviews with management personnel, and on the records of individuals

who were on the company's.payroll as of January 1, 1968, and who wort

hired by the company from that time through January 1, 1972.

1I



The applicants for employment during the period of the study
1

were over 70% male and 91% white. Their average age was about 24, and

almost all of them had at least ci high school degree. Only about 97G

had no prior work experience, and over one-third of the applicants

were currently employed when they applied. About 45% of the total

had,left their prior employment voluntarily. Approximately 357, of the

'applicants asked for employmedt at "any" job, and over 707L were "walk-

ing° who came to the company without any specific referral. Of those

who were referred to the employer, the predominant source of referral

was an employee of the company. Although the company hired only 92

-employaes during the period of the study, It received 3013 job applications.

It is particularly interesting to observe the large nUMber of walk-in

applicants for the small nu6ber'of available openings. In view of the

substantial number of applicants who were apparently willing to change

jobs to come to work for the company, it was apparently viewed as a

relatively desirable place to work.

Refer o Appendix A, Table 1 for the.Characteristics of the Applicant
Popul ion

3
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THE COMPANY'S EMPLOYMENT PROCEDURES

The large number of applications - Creates an information processing
I

problem. Vacancies are not always available when the applications are

received, and in spite of the'volume of job seekers, the employer may

not be able to identify an acceptable applicant for a particular job

at the time that it must be filled. When an opening is to be filled,

the employer must be able to find a candidate )who is acceptablto the

management from the applications that are on hand, or if that fails, from

some other source. The following description of the company's employ-

ment procedures is based on the perceptions of the personnel staff who

are responsible for the activity.

The company carries on its activities at a central office and at

seven division offices. Applications are accepted at all locations .

from anyone who wishes to apply for a job. Normally, the application

will be filled outat the point of application, although some are mailed

In. All offices have been instructed to mark application forms from black

applicants with some identifying code on the bottom of the form. (The

Alemployment supervisor learned froil us that one of the division offices

had not complied with this instruction.)

At the central office, the employment superyiaor's secretary (K)

screens all of the applications received there,.and picks out those that

seem to her best suited for any current or expected openings. She gives

these to the employment pupervisor (J) who states that he also reviews

all of the applications and picks out any others that appear to him OD

have special promise. Normally application, are retained for one year.

The applications selected by K and J are kept in a special file (the

hot file) in the employment supervisor's desk for quick reference should

an opening occur. The hot file may also contain applications of a fe

individuals who have been interviewed but not hired. When an opening

occurs, J goes.. first to the applications in his hot file. If he has

an individual who has been interviewed recently and who appears to be

particularly qualified, he may simple offer the job to that person with-

out considering otheK applications. Normally, however,'he w l examine

a few file from the hot file and ask K to go back through recent applications



in general file for qualified individuals. Those selected in this way

are called in for interview,' and teatting. 'if there are not enough

prospective candidates, employment agencies will be asked to refer

individuals wt particular wprclf-tcattonw. 11 tatter procedure

is usuapprfollowed tar jobs that require some advanced skills 4ncludlOg

key punch and is notIollowed for Lower level jobs such', as mail clerks

or clerk-typist. Individuals who are referred frog} the employment

agencies in this mender fill out,application forms, are ineerviiwed, and

.tested. J works ,regularly with four employment agencies that are

familiar with his requiremonts'and who normally can be countsewon to

send him qualified people.

After interviews and testing; the employment supervisor picks ouC.

a few of the best candidates and these are interviewed by the department

head. The above procedures apply to individuals who apply for work at the

centfal office for work ac that office or at Division D which is nearby,

In sellicting -individdals to be interviewed, proximity to the job

and referral, source are given heairy weight. Of the two, referral by a

relative employed by the'company, appears to be the most. important conaid-

.eration. The company also makes a pe/nt,of interviewing black applicants

who are referred by certain social agencies.

At the divisions, it appears that some screening takes place in

advance, that is, at the rime the 'application is filled out. There is no

e stablished-procedure and the process varies-from a casual evaluation by

'someone in the office to a short interview. However,. if this initiat

screening does not result in some sort of positiVe opinion, the

applicant prpbably will not be selected for interview and testing when

a job opening occurs. Normally, when a job opens up at the division, the

division manager will acteen his applications and pick out seven or eight.

The employment supe isor (J) will then gi to the division to interview

Ehe applicants s ected.py the division manager: J will pick out the

'tdp4Ewo or three on the basis of the interviews'and the final employment

decision viii be made by the division manager and the employment

supervisor jointly.

M.

6
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.
Diviosion B isan exception to this procedure, since the division

manager :sends all of hip.applicationio the central office Where.j does.

thi initial screening-add wwl-fiction of individuals for interview' The

division manager instituted, this procedure primarily.to get away from the
. _

problem of7ieferriiI
-

from relatives.emOloyed by the company. It is
..

apparent that for.some time the, campany has
(
made general use of the

referrals Irom employed..'relatives as aprescreening device. The

assemOtionLhate.been that-the cupany would getqidperior applicants if

444
.theY...gaN7

ril
ference "to relatives" referred to them by their employees.

J asserttP4hat although preference is given in selection for interviews"

And testing, that afteetV:daaftional information made available through
.

the interviews-and-teat-is obtained, _relatives are given preference tmy

if they'.ate ai-wellfqualified as. the other applicants.

An:interesting.aspeCt Of the emplOyment procedure is7the disposition

of applicants whO:are selected for interview and testingTbut who -are not
_

hired. Although some exceptiOnal.applicants are retainedAn the "hot'

file" it'appears Wet thelEheisinv.pUt7back:Into the, general .office

application file. Thesis applications are not marked or idgntified in any

way so that K and.fwould have to. depend.upon'their memories to pick them

out If a:relevant job opening appeared in the month or-two.

Tests t

Applicants for blue-collar jobs are given the Wonderlic test and the

Bennett mechanical test. Applicants for whitecollerAbbs -have been given

a'total of P. tests during our sample:period. The test selection depends--

-on the type of-J615 for which theilindividualis being considered. The paient

companYestablished norms -for three of tile tests, including the Wonderlic

'(whites Only). Black_applicadts are rated on the publisher's national

norms. In other daisies, the company utilizes norms developed by the publishers

of the individual tests. ',-

After interview and testing, selection is based Primarily on the

applicant&related skills1 as measured 4by. test scores, and on their

attitudes-toward work, as 'measured by the interviewers. In addition;

. personality is'considered to see if the applicant would "fit in" with the

other peOple already in the section wlieFe the Opening exists Finally,

as indicated above, additional Preference may be given to relitives of

current employees.

.



Minority Employment C* .

The company
4
has developed and is presumably complying with a

positive action,program. J has a black- assistant(T) whose primary

duties are the recruitment and screentni of minority applicants. When&

Minority ailiAicants appear at the central personnel office, they are

introduced to T who interviews them and nay note his comments on -their

application forms. He identifies Minority employees with themost

-promise wind holds their applications.in-his files for further consideration

-when an opening ocCurs. if,a.mitoritY applicant with :special qualifications

is located, a special effort is made to Place that individual assoom'as.

.pOssible.' Twoof their diviSlodSPrefer tb recruit their. own minority

employees, and very little has been done tO,recruit black employeeS.in

two of the other divisions.i In any case, minority hiring. is normalbisodone

as a. result of stimulation/from the central, office (Note that this is

the procedure as.seen fraMithe central officey :For about every-third or

fourth hire,.J suggests to'the division manager that the-opening should

be filled with a blaCk employee. He .will then ask l!to check his files

(The Affirmative Action. file) to. see if he has any qualified aplificants.:

If a qualified black applicant is on file atthis point, he may be hired

immediately without making further comparisons with othAr applicant's,

provided that the approval of the division manager has been obtained.

In some cases,.the division official. may wish to talk with the Prospect-
.

ive employee before the final hiring decision is made, but the minority

aPplicant may -be hired. without the division managers active participation. ,

If there is'no qualified blaCk applicant in thefild, T'uttempts to litld

one through active recruitment.

T is aware of all job openings and he ican suggest minority employees '
,

if he has qualified applications in his file. However, unless he does, it

is unliltely that a black 'applicant wiI participate in the screening

-Process unless J, as indicated above, s suggested that the Articular

opening should-be filled with a black empl*ee. ,"

The screening p cess as ceived by the individuals in the central,
.

.

.office personnel sec6.on is h

applicants.are tested or int

ly subjective. Only about -10%- of the

Jawed for employurent.- This.intial cut

rI



appears tdrbe very informal, and there.was little indi tion that the

criteria used at this-littate had been developed on'the

job success. In many cases relatively untrained. perso nel at the centre*

offlte and at. the divisions made choices that eliminated most of aiip,
,.

procedure ppapplicants framrther serious consideration. The'rocedure aears toiU
, .

asia of'41redicted
0

operate in such a way as to produce acceptablicandidates for employment

with a minimurr of information processing. Given the volume rf applications

edlfflUmber of openings, this may be ,the most efficient way torelative to

locate' a4 ire satisfactory employees. However, it would bie easy:for

qualifies Lapplicants to remain dorMant'in-the files while less qualified

candidates are selected for interview and testing. The init al screening

at the'divisiona,'and the weight apparently given to referrals' by employed

relaRtives, and to\"fitting in" are'fattors .that could limit the company's

ability to.,locateand hire the most productive employees, an that could

make, it difficult for job applicants who are"different" to o twin employment

with the company.'Theaffirmative.action "push" from the central office

helps to amelioiate:the problem with reapett to minority job plicants,

but the informaiAilitidi screening process is a:,potential so e of

inequity and lnefficiency The hiring dectsiond.are based on-a cadbinationn.

of tests and interviewer ratings, with the final-choiced made by operating

management together with ,the eimploymAnt superviior. Each c4rse is considereA

separately, .and ..the only way to .determine the criteria that are used in the

exercise of managerial judgment-isthiough.an.examination of the results.

of their decisions.

A

-V

O
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ANALYSIS OF SELECTION PROCEDURES

The proof of the puddirAis in the eating, and the only way to

identify.the significant criteria in the two-step screening of job

applicants is by' studying the charadteristics of the individuals who

are selected. The initial screening, for interview, and testing, and

the hiring deciaiOns, were studied separately. Apalyzing the information

that was available to the,compasny at each step, we tried to fit mode].

that would identify the significant variables in the selection process.

ApplicanEdfOr blue-collar jobs, all of whom were Male;-and-applicanti

'for' white-collar job, were .studied separately,, because the two tippes-
..

of jobs are no t compa able. Wherever possi44e): an atteit :was made to

fit separate models tor' black and white job, applicants.

Se 1 e C t toir'' 1 .for it nt e r'.----'''''''---Vle -L''-4and Testing.
. 4 ,

. ,

3 ,,

White tialejApl1ilLEss42.2e=g211 For *ate maip applicants .
,

selection interview was overwhelmingly dominated by relationships .

,

, : , 0 .

1 with And/victuals elreademployed-by,the company". The most significant
c sq

variabile.wia having h i.elative employed by.the,company, and, the neft
,, .,

most important variable'was a referral from an unrelated employee. The
. 4

Other variablea that were.poSitivel ,correlated with sel,ettitin for interview

1
_;, ' - ._ 6

were working at the time. of applies. ion, a high hchool degree, an other l'

edUcation. A'relatively pilail:Fand Coefficient for the high school.degree
4

variable is probably explained by the fact that a high proportion of the

applidan'ts had a high'schooidegree. :In summary the selectionforAm-

terView waa Pilch more probable for those'individualE4whO had relatives
1

working for the.company or were referred' 'to the\company by ar. employee:

The chahce of selection for Interview was somewhat improved if the
,

'applicant was'tnrrently working!, had'a high 'school degree and bad some

"additional education. 'There mere_limall but statistically significant

negative relationships between selection for interview and having held

other emplOSrment, in particular,- having worked in the steel industry, and >,

having a college degreer It appears that the company may haVe been less

'willing to interview individuala who might return to employment in. another
.

; industry and college degrees were apparently Considqed-to be over-qualification.

2Refer to Appendix B

3Refer-to Appendix C Table 2

I
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Black Male Applicants for Blue-Collar Jobs:
4 Although having an

employed relative helped black applicants be aelected'for interview

the emali,numbers made this an insignificant factor in the selection ',

process. The most significant variable in being selected far interviT.,

for black applicants was being referred4to the company by a social

agency. The company apparently gave significantly more attention to

bliack applicants who came to-them from social agency Sources than to

those who made application iiilOny other way. Another relatively sigh

nificant variable was having white collar experience, and the company

showed, some.tireferehce for black applicants who had worked previously

at such jobs as switchboard operator, lib technician, 'and inspector. The.

chanCe of selection for interview for thehe applicants'Vai.reduced if they`
_

had'previouswork experience and 4n particular, if tifey had worked in

the' steel industry. The.previofis job variable is moderately'oderately'7c-;;Welated

,wieh tiers ailed work experience, and results should probably be inter -

.pre ed as 4 negative reaction-to individuale-with thattype:ofexPerieuce'

10ell'as'a reluctance :i&terview Individuals:Who might :return to

ther.job. Years of eddreationWaa rpagatiVely.eorrelated with .selection

interview an this may be explainedby'thedominancerohe terminal
S a ,

school gree andli:reluctande to interview individuals with more

In summary, the company was substantially more likely toeducat

interview black applicants who had come tc.them fro& a Social'agenY and
2

individuals 'who hadpreviOUs white collar employment experience.' :The

-latter may have beep used as an implicit ilua/ity indicato; and iscon-

sistent with the negative ffect,of the previous job variable which to 41..
. A

substantial degree indicatei previous unskilled, employment. :In the
? 4 .

..

-,Analysis'of all male applicants5, the race variable and social agency referrals

were. identified as significant variables, indicating that the 'company had

.,shown some preference for black applicants.

,White Collar Job Applicants

'Since hiring for white collar jobs is done _for specific job openings

Ith.at.covet a wide range. of employment requireMents, it was necesarry to seiv.
,

4Refer'to Appendix C Table 3;

5
Refer to Appendix C. Table, 4
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,mant the data by the type of job for which the individual applied.

SeparAte ahalysis was done. for applications for key punch, home

acoPornist.,- accounting clerk and secretary clerk jobs. 'The latter group.

which. ecoMilnedepplicants for Clerk, secretary, and steno-clerk jobs,b
. .

.was-large enough to permit analysis of White.end.black applicants .

leparately as welles an analytis of'ihe total applicant populatic4:i..-.

Keay

The first screen of applicants for key ,punch' jobs was heavily

Weighted by privateegency,referrals,-and individuats.Who were currently.

working, primarily with key punch experience,7were selected for interview.

It would appear that thr, private agency eferraii selected for interview.-
a7-

were primarily those-with clearly relevant skills and it apPeare that only

such individuals were probably referred to the company.

7
Home Economist

In selecting applicants. to be intervieWed.kor the home economist job

the company appears to have responded positively to applicants who were

referred by epployeei,.those with college degrees and applicants with

some blue collar experience. The latter would. include previous work ,as a

cook. The chance'ofheineselec4ed for interview was somewhat negatively

affected by having worked in manufacturing and by early availability for.
. _

employment. Na!,singre.variable was dominant, although an employee're-'

ference was the most significant variable.

'0
Accounting Clerk

As in the case of the key punch job, selection of applicants for

interview for the accounting clerk job was dominated bycagency referral.
, ,

The-ability to operate adding machines and other office equipmentelso

-helped individuals-be selected for interviews, and secretariaLexperience

had a negative effect. It would appear that for a job that can utilize

specific. skins, the company refied veky heavily on referrals from employ-
:

merit agencies and 'that specific skills were helpful.

lor

6Refer to Appepdix C.:Bable 5,6,7

' Refer to Appendix C Table: 8-

8 .

*Refer to _Appendix C Table 9 -7.
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1

Secretary-Clerk9 2

WhiteapplicanteLwere more likely to.be.seleCted for interview
. 1

. _
if they were refertedto the company by an employee or by an employment .

agency and if they had some period of Aber education. There is-also

o some indication of preference. for applicants who were not married.0

the time, of their application. t Foriplack.applicants the ,only significintk-,
variable that can be identifies:Via refexial by a private employment

agency. In addition to,being significant,. private agency referral:had

ja very high, coefficient in-the model; and no other variable added

significantly to the variance °explained. In summary, the chance of ,

being selected for interview for the secretary-clerk job was substantially

improved if the applicant was referred by a private employment agency

or by a company employee. There was some preference given to black

applicants but their selection for interview was sueitantialty a function'

rof being referred too-the company by a private employment agency.

Hiring Blue-Collar Employeert
10

Two hundred individuals were interviewed for blue collar jobs and

(

fifty were hired. The problem of identifying those factors that were

most significant in determining which individuals to'hire is made difficult

by the-fact that there are high correlations among the variables 41 at could

have been considered in the selectton,pr cess. Thins particularly true
.

of various categories on the interview f rm. There iea strong posSibility

.

of a halo effect; particularly since the tests were administered and their

results seen by the personnel representattie piior to the interview. One
J

response to this problem was to test separate models using different
t.

(subt
?

groups of the hi
".1

ly.correlated interview variables. , '

The.first mo el included appearance, attitude, and overall verbal
t -

rating from among the interview variables. Analysis showed that the

attitude rating on the interview was the most iignificant variable in
1

the model with the.highest beta value: The appearanceirating was.also
1 .

significant. Having a relative employed, by the compa4 was positively

related to seledtion for hireitind the score achieved 4n the mechanical:

test was positively related to.being hired. On the other hand,$ndividuala

who had:some othereduCation. '(nonacademic poeit high school) were less

likely to be hired by the company., Although our analyeis dropped them

9Refer to Appendix C Tables 100.102
4

1 °Refer to Appendix C Tables 13,14



from the model, it should be,nOticedthat race and referral by a company

74mployee just missed our-best of significance. Black employees were more

likely to be selected for hire as were applicantt who were referred to

the company by employees. j.

The second model substiiluted the overall rating for the interview

variables that. had been used in the first modeli'an4-none of.the teaks

were included. The tests were diOpped from this modelbeCiuse4;;;;A
highly correlated with the overall interview rating. In this second'

Model the overall interview -rating. dominated as an indicator of those
,

individuals who were hired4by the company. -Having's relative employed by

the company was positively °related to being selected-for hire, while having ,

somilkother education appeared to decrease the:probability of..being hired.

The very, high signi9cance of the overall rating.in the blue collar'hiring"

model may simply indicate that it is the interviewer's summary estimate =

of all the other information obtained from the job applicant. The overall

rating is highly correlated faith appearance, personality, ambition and the.

other. Aubjective interview ratings, as-well as with the mechanical and

Wonderlic test scores.

It would appear that the interviewee's mechanical test score and.the

interviewer's judgment of his attitude and appearance were highly sig-.

nifitant in being selected for a job. There was also significant evidence

that :individuals with relatives eliaoyed by the company were given some

preference in being hired for blue collar.jobs. It is interesting that

having, had some other education_was:notonly not helpful, but

to decrease the probability of being selected) for employment.

During the period studied,, 10 individualhs were "hired for

jobs without going through the interview and test procedures.

them had previously worked1hr the.company, possibly as summer employees,

andfour of the others were referred to the company by employees. Since

these individuals represent a substantial fraction of the total number

hired, their experience adds to the evidence tfiat the informal communication

appeared

blue-

Five o

_network, knowing someone. on the iatide is important in gaining entry %into,
s

company employMent. In this regard, the data show that none of the black

applicants who were hired were related to company employees or had been

referred-to the company by an employee. nut. four of the eleven blacks hired

-1;
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for blue-collar jobs were referred to. the company by the Employment

Service;

Since all. blue-dollar hired were analyzed together, th -results do

pOkuindicate the signifidance of variables that may be important to a

limited number cjobs. For example, a review of the tabulated data indicates.

that particur skills and prior experience with the company increased the

probability of being hired. °

Riring, White Collar Employees

SiOe only 21 white collar employeesimere hired'from the interviewed

group, regression analysis was.mged out. However, thedata`Was examined

carefully in an attempt to identify.the.factors that distinguished the

individuals hired from the interviewed populatUn for those jobs for .

which Several employees were hired in.the same period.

Except for key puIrCh jobs, the company apparently used the Wonderlic

'viewer.ratinga, particularly on appearance and the overall interviewer

rating. Personality, attitude and verbal ratings were also given weight.

The applicant with the highest appearance rating was hired in fourofthe

five job categories considered, and in all five the successful applicants

were on average rated higher on verbal and appearance than those rejected.

However, in all but two cases, there was an overlap of ratings between

those hired and those whowere not. That is, a rejected applicant had

an interview rating that was at least as high as the lowest score of an

individual who was hired.
11 The company was more likely to hire applicants

referred by private employment agencies for Key Punch jobs, bUt agency

referral was not a factor in hiring fcr the other jobs.

hest either as a screening device to eliminate those with low-scores,

or as a criterion in selecting applicant" who did particUlary.well on the_

test.. For All jobs, the company preferred applicants with the specific

skills required for the job4ind withexPerience_in pertoriing the particular

type of wofk.. Specific tests, such as typing, clerical, and number were.

utilized in Selecting employees for jobs that used those skills. The

loplicant ranked highest,on.any one,of these factors was not necessarily

selected for eMploymeilt, although a very high ranking-on one criterion

apparently could balance eirelatively lower ranking'on another. SeleAiOn

for all .of the jobs considered was bisea-in substantial .part on inter-

Refer to Appendix C Table 15

4
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Five white collar employees were hited without going through the

_testing and `interview prodess, but four ,of them. had pi)eviously worked

for the.company and the fifth waaian engineer who had been referred by an

Amployee. Evidently prior emplbywent withikhe company made it possible

to go through an informal hiring profess, since'the applicant was, in some

sense, a'known quantity".

For those hired, through the normal procedure; the selection,s were

based,on skills, experience, tests, and interviewer ratings. The weights

.
given to the. various criteria- varied, in individual cases, and it is clear

that subjective judgments were ,'involved 'both in..the interviewer ratings, and

in the way the ratings and other Variables were-considered in making the

hiring decision. It would'appear that the employment office, had more

influence avef the hiring of white collar than blue-collar employees,
.

and that as a consequence, the Preference for relatives of ewpj.dyees

and for those referred by employees, that played a,role in hiring for

blue- collar jobs, does ndt surfate ae significant criteria.

17



WHITE COLLAR EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

The company's screening process for the selection of new employees

is based on the belief,that the'criteria used will identify successful

.employees. 'But after joining the comnany, the abilities andperwM11

.

cherectelkstics,of.the employees interact with experiences in'acd out of the

organisation to -determine their relative petformance. Courses taken

outside the firm, internal training, job assignments and tenure with

the employer are among the factors that can affect the employee'S effect-
.

lveness the.erianization. Theoretically, in order to. assess the

effectiveness of the company's hiring process, the performance of
/-

groups of employees with identical job assignments and-JOB histories

should be studied todetermine if the, iting criteria were related

to the observed differences in performance.
12 AA' an approkimation,

we analyzed, the_ performance ratings of:employees at each job level, and

tried to identify significant relationships between the ratings and

the information available for the individpal eMplOyee0To assess the

company's screening process we were. interested in the poseible significanCe

of variables that were available at the time of hire. In addition, we

tried to obtain some insight into the operation of the firm's internal

1 or market -by examining the imp..ed
impact-of such organizational variables

at.--..tenure, location, and training. Unfortunately,-interview forms

had not been standardized- over an extended time period, and it was not

possible to include the various interviewer ratings in our analysis.

However, test scores, which had been found to be correlated with in-
/ .,

terviewer ratings, were utilized to the extent that they were available.

The annual performance rating given:to white collar workers. was

used as a dependent.variable in models based on personal and organizational

variables. The amount ofvariance explained by the models-varied by

whi,te collar job level,and variables were identified as being related

to the performance measure at different levels of significance..The details

of the analysis are presented in Appendix D, but in the discussion that

follows, the possible role of a variable in affecting performance, was

judged on the basis of both the level of statistical significance and the

12
'For an excellent discussion of this problem see Personnel Selection and

Placement, Marvin Dunnette, Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, California,.

1966. Particularly, Chapter 6, "A Model for Test Validation and Selection
Research."

2 3
13Refei to Appendix D for the-analysis-of White Collar Performance Ratings.
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frequency with *hich the variable was identified as having a significant

relationship with performanCe ratings.

Although referral by a private employment agency was one of the

significant criteria,in 'the screening process care was no indication

N,ghat was related to the relative success of white collar employees

at sny job level. It is tempting to suggest that the agency referral

criterion is not...alt,effecti e predictor of performance, but it must be

'remembered that we. have no-information on'how well ipplicants rejected

on that basis would have performed. A
411)

nbe use of p vate agecy referralw

as one ofthe criteria used in selecting new empl yees could have helped

the company - recruit satisfactory employees in spite4Rf the)fact that the

criterion is not significantly related to the relative performance

of those who were,hired. Nevertheless, the data indicates that,employees

selected' on other bases' did not perform significantly worse than those

who were referred by private empl4ment agencies. The same'can be said

for applicants who were referred to the company by employe es.- Although

that criterion, was used in part Of the screening process for some white

collar JObs, there is no evidence that employees who came to the company

from that source ,perfotmed any better than walk-ins or individuals x4ho

were referied by others. Howe er, in some jobs the informal communication

network may have an effect. Z the lowest 'and_ highest jobs in the clerical-
.

technical group (level 1 and evel 7) employees who were related to

employees of the company when they were hired received significantly high-

er performanpe ratings. But the evidence is mixed, since in job. level

3, there is some indication that push employees received lower ratings.

The company used evidence of specific skills and experience to screen

jo, applicants, and there is mixed evidence concerning the effectiveness

Of those criteria. The clerical test was identified as a significant

variable in models for job level 2 and for job level 4 clerks, tending

to validate the companyYs use of that criterion for secretarial -clerk

jobs. On the band, the data indidate that employees' who had

office skills when they were hired receive lower performance ratings-in

job levels 1 and 6. Of particular interest is the fact that, the criterion

-20- 24



does not appear to have been significant for relative performance in the

other five job levels. 4

There is also mixed evidence on the utility of the Wonderlic teat as

.4v criterion for selection. It a apparently used as a factor in the

hiring process in four of the fiv ite collar job groups considered.

However, analysis of the perfo nce stings shows evidence of some pos-.

itive.relationship to the ponderlic test in only two of the seven job

levels, joh-leVels 2 and 4. The Wonderlic test results had a negative

relationship with performance ratings in job levels 1.and.6, and the strong- _

'est evidence of significance was negative for job class 1. The key punch

job, for which the Wonderlic was evidently not'used as a hiring criterion,

is. in lob level 2.

In summary, there appears to be mixed evidence concerning the effect- .

ivenees of the hiring criteria that were available for study.. The paucity

of evidence of'significance is underlined by the variables that were iden-

tified as being significantly related to performance ratings. In six of

the seven job-leveler at the highest level of signifiCance used in the

analysis; G-the data showed that male employees received higher performance

retingi than females, in the same job-levels. Since each job le4e1 is made

up of a variety of jobs in some of which I am sure women are not equally
krepresented,. the sex variable may be a proxy for job title. However, the

same result was obtained in the analysis Of the job level -4 clerks,-a group

that was more homogeneous: than the total job level population. Only. in

-job level 7, which includes skilled technicians, executive secretaries and

accountants, was there some evidence that female employees received higher

.ratings than their male counterparts .

There was also uniform evidence that performance ratings were positively

related to length of tenure with the company. The "total years" variable

- was significant in models for all of the white collar job levels.
1

There

is no way of determining whether this reflects learning and imOroviment

on the job, or whether the social norm of the organization results in

higher ratings for longer service employees. Possibly related to this

finding is the evidence that in job class 1, employees with high school

degrees received lower performance ratings than others at thit level.

Age was also a significant variable, but it was highly correlated with
total years, and the analysis indicated that it was the period of

.
employment, rather than age that was related to higher'perforMance ratings.

21
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Since almost all recent new hires have high school degrees, tHii.may reflect

the fact,thateMployees with greater seniority tend to receive higher ratings.

There is some indication that-white employees received-higher ratings

than blacks in job level 2 which included 137. black employeei,,and job level

3, in wick 7.8%`cif the emloyees were black. The evidence for the disparity.

WAS stronger for the latter job level. Jobjevel 1 included 317. black
, -

employees, and there was no evidence of any raciel differen0e in performance

ratings. There were no black employees at levels.6.and 7, and black re-.

presentation at levels '4 and 5 was less than 37..

There was mixed evidence on the importance of post-emptilYmed*,traiming

and education for white coliar employees. Secretarial'cburses had.a neg-
.

itive relationship with performance ratings- for emplomees-10job levels 1

and 4, and general external courses, not supported by the.employer, were

associated with lower ratings_for job levers 6 and 7. The direction of
.

causation is not clear,.aince the data may simply indicate that employees

with shortcomings...take outside threinineofethip 'type to 'improve their .

__-

statue. Gas-distribution coursetWere associated with higher ratings,41n .

job'levels 4 and 6; approved business courses had a positive relationship

with ratings in job level 5; miscellaneous approved coureei(h-'ad a sig-

nificant positive relationship with performance ratd.ngs in job level 3;

and,internal training and technical courses were associated with higher

ratings in job level 7. It cannot be condiuded that these courses helped

improve employee ratings, since the employer may have selected those with

higher ratings for internal training or for sponsorship of outside courses.

It oust be noted that the amount of variance in performance ratings

lua

in some job levels was elatively low and all cases most of the variance

is a function of indivi 1 differences and organizational factors that

have not been captured by-our models. However, there is enough evidence .

to raise questions about the effectivenets of some of the screening

criteria used by the company, and substantial evidence that female employees

are at a disadvantage in performance ratings. In the stable-environment

of the Utility company it appears that tenure of employment has a sub- P

stantial impact on performance ratings, and that some post-employment

treininiNs either an aid to performance rating or a sign of recognition

of superior performarice.

22 2
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Exempt Positions.

p

Perfot-manceratings were analyzed for three levels of the exempt

SuperV4sori, Administrative and Professional personnel. For Job Level

20 which Locluded Buyers, Office .Managers, Sales Representatives, and
,

Instrucleri among its Job titles, older' employees with lopger tenure

with the Company- received higher ratings / .11.10 same was trueYfor individuals
0

who had prior work experience, partiCularly in the -gas industry. Employees

in the group who had moved ,up in the organization most rapidly also

Pppeared to receive higher performance ratingi. At this level, the female

emPloyees received higher ratings than their male coUnlrpa46;

Performance ratings of foremen, who are at job level 30., were studied.

One interesting. resultiVas thattheir-ratings-Were negatively related

to-their scores- on the .Bennett meChaniCal test. At' this..level, foremen

whomoved to their positions in the smallest nnnber:of Stepi; received

higher ratings than others, as Aid individualio took high sthool.

tiquiIalencycourses. .

Once again, the direction of causation is suspeiit

°since these with the'best performance ratings 6.110bi'hAve been moved' up

fastest, and those with the drive and motivetiontoachWe higher per-

:formance ratings might also have had the motivation to complete their

bigh school 'education.

Job Level 40 included a wide variety of supervisory positions, and

there may not have been enough ,homogentity to obtain peeningful resultit.

However,, at thislevel raptd,promotion and prior experienci in the gas.

induitry were negatively related to perfOrmance ratings. It may be

that!edministretOrs,at this level are poitly long-- service employees who have,

:made stable careers with' the company. The only variablethaM had

a posttiverelatiOnshiP'vithperforManbe rPtingsPas the, Dale Carnegie

course. At 'thio 'level-succesaftil humal re latione may be. the key to
tI

suiceim; or'at least a successful evaluation:
, .

Validity-,of 'Performance Ratings

All of:the,.above'analysis-8.based on performance ratings; not on,

actual performance. They represent one indication of theorganizaMOOn's
. .

evalUation of its employees but they may not be ac4Irate measure of'

emplOyeesr OffectivenesC Over the period fiam 1969 .through 1973, there
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were sane persistent differences 'in the average_ perforitance ratings b.

awarded, by 'tkie different divisions In three of the five years (1971- :

X973), location G. had ,the highest average performance rating tend' in-

.

the other two, years,.pnly one other division Jiad A higher ,averge,

Sistilarly, Location F gavethe lowest average rating ,for three; of the

five Tears (1969-11) a wee one away from the bottom in a fouth year.

Persistent differences of this kind may represent different standards

of evaluation, ..but they-may also reflect differences in age, siiinfority,

and time in grade, at the different locations. The normal expectation

is that individual ratings will move' toward the toplas an individual

remains in a job, and the evidence shows that Pattern. In,Some years,

Location G had a model fpgure of 5 (top) for its performance'titings.

Of the 32 year to year !flanges in average ratings,represented 'by the

data, 21 were increases whiletheratingS wentdoWn.only,11

These figUres raise serious questions,AbOut,the true. relationship between

the 'ratings and individual pefformances.

Performance 1tatings.and Merit Increases.

.

Presumably pile role for-performance.ratings is to motivate Superior

perfOrmance. At the company studied, the yearly salary increases are

partly a response eo the individual's level of performance,.but in the

system used by the company, the salary change isbamecheniem tt&vugh,

which the individual's salary level within grade -inbrought.into con-

sistency wit* his relative performance ratings._ As a consequence of

the,lattei constraint, individuals with salaries at the upper end of

the range may not receive annual merit increases that reflect tteir

relative Performance. The data shaw a strong relationship between

performance ratings and the salaries of the individuals being rated..

This can be takeraa a form of confirmation of the system, i.e. that

individuals who have mdved td the upper etd of the salary range through

merit continue to perform in a relatively superior fashien. Hoe ever,.

it may also indicate a reluctance on the part of the supervisors to give

individualsrelative ratings that are lower that their relative
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.position on.the ,salary scale{ As anexpected.cansequence, the relation-

ship between performance ratings and the resultav percentage merit
_

increase IA very small and in some cases, negative. &system of. this

.kind dies not provide a differential reward forldifferentialiperformance,

although theoretically individuals at the upper end of the range .who

performance falls would.receive small'increases: In practilce, however

(he constraints of the salary range and the reluctance to reduce per-

formanc4.ratings appear to dominate and the net result :Ps tlhat there is

no effective differential reward for pergormance.

Ihe4Structure of the system also produces a negative relationship

between the salary of the individual bring ratedfand the percentage

increas awarded. those who are at the upper end of the ranee tend to

receive lower percentage increases thanlhdividuals at fheboitoM of the

range. This is another -wily Of looking at the absence of'incentive in the
f

conatrtined merit system. Individuals near 'the top of the range tend'
o

to receive higher performanwratings but lOwer percentage merit increasei.

Analysis of normalized mer,l.t increase data established performance

ratings, and salary levtl before the inCtUse, as.. the: may, variables
_ .

that"implained significant variance. Job level, jocetion, and super-

visory endorsements did not appear to be iignificant.. Prior to the

10714mposition of wage controls, supervisors were asked touject

a per centJncreame within a range that would bring the individual's

'salary, And performance rating into conformity. This added dconstraint

to the'system_at the intermediate level similar-to the structural
.

constraint ax the top of the range. After the imposition of the 1571

wage controls, a: more.struictured method of calculating &l-41; Increases

was instituted and as a tonsequence the individual's merit increase

was more directly and automatically respondive to a comkination of the

per'formance rating'and the individual's relative 'salary within:the-range.
.

The data' show muCh.more unexplained variance in the 1.9'69'to 1571 period

than,in 1972 and 1973 In the latter two years the two,;Fariable Model
A

explains over 707. of thevariance.and over 807..ii 1973.. .When.bOth

variables are included in the model:performance rating is significantly.

related to theinierit intreasei. indicates that given the salary.level
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Merit increases are directly and poSitivelytelated:topeiformSnce ratingi.

But that given the-performance rat ink, merit increases are'signiftcaly,

and negattitely related to the Salary level at. which' the'lndivj.dual Is

:rated.' _in summary, the data Shows, us one ,would expect frd analysis

of the Strucuire.of the system, that. as ii-IdtvidUals.moVed t the upper

:level in a given salaryrange the incentive' as measured by rit increases

Aadid'tb decrease .%

The use,of the more-structured.systemHof awarding, merit

increased the relative impact,4111theperformance ratings on the merit

changes. Although the negative relationship between salary level.

. , ,

wage changescontinued to be aCtonglynegativei there was visible:

.eVidence that performance ritings.werepositivelY associated' with the

increases

merit ; increases,.

0
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WhITE COLLAR PROMOTION RATES'.

9

Another measure of white colter employee performance, or rather of

the'emplOyer's--recognitlen of perfOrmance, is an employee's rate
. ,

'progression in the organization. Allis yeriable.Wesahalyzed to see if

any of the screening variables, or other information:available at the
1.

time of hire, was significantly related to the promotion rate's., In.

addition, organizational data were studied to see if we could identify,

other faCtotirthat were related. to upward mobility in.the firm.

For-employees in exempt classifications, there was little evidence.

that the hiring criteria that conld",be studied were related to.this

measure-of succees. In,fact, scores on the clerical test had a'
2

'significant negative relationshil) with-the rate of-Promotion, and there

. .was some indication. that employees Who had 4pecifiC.office skills wh.en,

hired were promoted less rapidly thah others. There w ad some. evidence'

that ere judgment teat wie positively_relited, and the ory%test.

negatively related to promotion.. Weaker evidehce (low level of signifi-

Came In. a single model) suggested that the Mechanical and Wonderlic tests

were positively related to the promotion rate.;

Of the other information available at the time-of hike, prior utility

industry experience appeared to be positively related, to promotion; with

small.retail experience haaving:the.oppolite relationship. of pgrticular

significance is the finding that individuals who, were related to company

employees when they were hired had significantly'higher rates of promotion.

The promotion rates of exempt employees were significantl3r_related

to tteir'work locUtions; with comml headquartefs havimeg.the stfongast

positive relationship with progressiOn. This is largely exPlained by the

greater opportunities for aavancement,at headquarters, but there is

evidence of other significant differences 'in upward mobil* at the various

locatiohh.

...

15- -
'Refer'to the tables in Appendix E for the statistical an sis of
white collar

y
iar prombtion rates,:-AS 'indicated above, intern ew ratings

weremot:eVailable forTase.in.:o0r,models of performance. ever,
analysis of hiring /lets indicated a positive correlation be een.test
Scores and over-alOalerviewerratings. When test data were included_
inthede models, the sample was limited to individuals who,hgd.been
given at /east one test. Averages were usedito fill in for miSsing.data.



2
Younger- eMptoyees, or these with fewer yeard of employment with

,

Ole con any, had higher promotion rates than their more Mature colleagues.

This finding reflects the pyramidal structure of -the Organization, -which
_ .

provides fewer opportunities for'advancement as one progiesses up the

job ladder. Atiemployees gain experience with the company and are . ;

promoted to more responsible pOsitions., they reduce'their chances for

subsequent prOmotions. Since corporate*madagement does not eVe an V,up
.

or out" philosophy, older employees in terms of age and expi iedce with

tie company, w41 have lower promotion rates than those who are still

on the way up.
%),

Exempt em loyees/Bay have been edge, Nit help Weir promotion

prospect* thro gh continued education anctraining, although .,only two'of

the Course. typ s available to them had a significantpositive relation-.

ship with fromotios. Gas Distribution courses had -significant.pos4ive

relationship with progression, andthere'was some evidehce that engineering'

courses were positively associated with propotion; 'There is, of Course,.

the possibilitg'that sponsorship for these courses was an independent sign

of recognition, and that they did not.have%any effect on promotion oppox-:

tunity. BusineSs.courses, and miscellaneous other courses apprbved by

the company; hada negative relationship with thepromotibri rate. .

For noh-exempt employeed,-two of the screening criteria were

positively associated with promotion rates. Employs who had-special

office skills before beinglhired,'and those, with Some post-high school

technical education had higher promotion rates_than their peers. As in

the case of exempt employees, theb.results'of the clerical testa- had a

significant negative relationship

wa'Arelik dVidende,thk04ose.with

were more likely to be proMote4;

with the'rate of progression, and there

tiighei scores on the Wondelic test
r

Although not signifidamt in the screening process, prior utility

experlence.w4s positively related tePromotion while experience in.man-
.

ablishments was associated with lower

exempt positions, it would appear that

.

a

ufactu ingAnd small rItai

.prOldbtilon rates, For these

academic:Oucation was not. relatedto.upward Employees2Ath:

c011epe degrees had lower rates of progression,, and there is- some.

evidence that years. of education was negativei):'releited-'to 4epromotion

rate.. FOrManexempt employees, the age variable appeared to dominate

2832.
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4

theAtplateae effect of company tenure. Younger employ es had

higher promotion rates than their older colleagues. Dif erentiai

opportunity may explain-part-of the effectut-therei-sisoine--ind-icatiOn

that the company promoted younger employees more rapidly. One possi-

batty is that the younger employees ware rewarded for g eater efficiency.

:But the data do not support the hypothesis that performa ce ratings-ware

significant in deterMing promotions. The performance ratings of exempt

promotion rate's,

atty. relation

sion. This

ce ratings were

y not represent'

white collar

and adminis-

e. highest

job range. Since

white collar-employees. were not significantly related t

and4for-non-exempt employees there was a significant ne

ship between performance-ratings and the.rate of progre

a, view, suggested earlier, that ehe perfo

distokted their role in salary administration, and

a valid-meatu e. of perfOrmancePerformance ratings fo

employees were pOsitivelyassociated with age and tenur

tisitorswere apikeifly reluctant to give anything but.

rating to in4ividuils who had achieved the top of thelp
r

older'employees had lower rates of progression, this bias would cause a.

'negative. relationship between ratings-andpromoti.ons.

Again in therion-exerilpt group, individuals who, we> a related to

compahy,employees when they were hired, appear to have..been promoted more

rapidly than those who were not, There is also some evidence that male- '

employees may have had highek.rates of progression than their female

colleagues.

Non-exempt employees were apparently able to improve their.promotion

rates through-job related training and education. Those who topk,gas

distrikution, engineering, technical, secretarial, and other approved

'courses, had higher promotion rates. However, individuals who took

cOufses toward the ompletion of.a college degree appear to have e-had

lower,rates of progression. 4-

It must be emphasized that most of the variance in'promotiOns #atesi.
.

was determined by characteristics, experience,And relationships that were

riot included in our analytical Models.- "Jarticularly for non-exempt '

employees, ourmodeli explaineda.relatively.:sMall fraction of the. total
. .

variance and the best models for this group were based on a curtailed

sample' of, employeeejn jobtleyels 5,6 and 7. Howaver, inSummary,'the



data suggest that for some levels of white collar workers, office sills

and non-academic education, which were used to. screw? job applicants,

wore pos ively -related to promotion_tates. The_evidence, teats- is

mixed, since the clerical tests appear to predict in the wrong dinection,

and the evidenCe of a positive. association of the pregressipn rate with

the Wonderlic test was weak. Prior experience in the utility industry

was positively related to progressions, and the informal communication

nextwurk appears to impact on promotions. HavIriga relative with the

company was associated with more rapid promotion for both exempt andtnon-

-oxftmpt employees. The data cast some doubt on white collar performance

ratings as a measure of effective'periormance; since they were either

not significant, or negatively related to promotion rates. Employees ma

have been able to iimprove,their promotion prosii"ects by taking jobrelated

courses, and there is some evidence that?youngei.and male employees were

more upwardly mobile than othets, Promotion experience v4ried among

the company's locations, and the best prospictstfor promotion were fotind

at headquarters.

1
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WRITE COLLAR TURNOVER

From the codspany's point of _view, another measure of successful

yee4performancet is t e rate of retention.__Turnover reflects the

. unsitisfactory mployees, and the firm's inability to retain

0 do Omibt the c-pany's standards. In either case the.term*n-

!PP o 400Amideltop... o'th140pany's_costs. In the subject company_

over 67%.of terminated e ployeewleft voluntarily, 29% to takeaWithdr4-'17

jobeand'i75% ittthe prod ss of leaving the labor force. Only 14% of

those eliminated were e ther discharged or essentially coerced into

leaving. Almost 377 of hose terminated were:eated as above average o

"outstanding, and over 75 were average ot Above. These ratings may be L.--

subject tolsome question since supervision indicated that it would,prefer

not to re-hire about 60% of the terminated.employees.

We analyzed'the-com ariiiis turnover experience in an attempt to

determine if employment creening criteria were related to this measure of
._

imployee performancai-in to try to identify some of the factor's that

might affect terminatio rates.
16 We first studied white collar employees

who were hired since 19.8, and identified the variables that were signifi-
-,

cantly related to termination in the first two years of employment.. At

the 9516,1evel of significande, our models indicated that younger employees.

bad higher' termination rates, and tHat the employer found it easier to

retain new employees who received higher- performance ratings, Hi0 school

graduates and individuals with same-At-academic education were more

likely to stay through the first two years., but *wing-prior miscellaneous

work experience,increased the probability'of-early:termination. At,a

lower level of significance, the 'first' two years, and the same was true

for college graduates. Employees who were related to employees when hired

had-a higher retention rate than those without family connections.

Since the turnover problem is not confined to new hires, we used an

"Ion-board" model to study the-retention of employees who were .already

employed by the company.
,

at the,,beginning of the study. A continuous

variable was used as a measure- of their retention during the period of

.this study. The, results. show a dramatic contrast,. When compared with the

16Refer to the tables in Appendik F for the statistical analysis of
termination rates.
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turnover analysis of new hires, the relationships were reversed for the

sex, age, performance rating, and other education variables. Employees

"onboard" were more likely to, leave the company's employment if,they

were men, Older, had received high performance ratings, and hadsome

aoloopacademic post-high Achool education. Some part ok these results can

be explained by the retirement of older employees, who,, as we have'seen,

tend to receive higher performance ratings. But the evidence seems to. .

indiCate that relatively good employees were. more likely to leave. That

conclusion is supported by the fact that higher promotion rates were

Associated with higher rates of termination.

These results illustrate the fact that turnover experience with

new employees does'aot provide a valid base for manpower planning. Although

young employees and female employees may leave their employment more

readily than older and male Workers when they.are first hired, they become

a relatively, stable part of the labor force efter'tlhey have been regular

employees for some time.

32
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BLUE OLLAR PERFORMANCE RATINGS

Blue collar workers were given periodic performance ratings, and

we tried to use these data to determine if tho comi;any's employment

screening criteria were rotated to this measure of performance. In addition,
, . .

.

we tried to identify other fectors that might have an impact on the perfor-

mance ratings.
17

WA were able to place the blue collar jobs into logical groups for

the purpose of analysis, so at the results would not be distorted y

liladifferences in the type of For exampleseparate groups were fined

for apprentices, unskilled workers, taster readers and similar jobs, semi-

skilled. and skilled workers, and truck. drivers. The groups were then

broken down into job levels, and each level was analysed separately, based

on the perfcirmance ratings for,that level. These groupings were necessary

for the development of satisfactory models, although as a consequence,

some groups could not be analyzed because they were not large enough to

provide significant results. 'The discussion below is based on the analysis

of two levels of group 2, general labor and trainees, and four levels of

group 5,.semi-ekilled and skilled workers.

The, Mechanical test used by the Company to screen job applicants
OP

pVeved to be a signficant variable in four of the six job groups that were

analysed.. In three of them (5-5, 2-1, 2-2) employeei with higher teat

results received higher perfOrmance ratings. In .one 1Foup (5-4) thlyr.-

teleifonship was negative. -Employees with .higher test scores received

lower ratings than those who did not do as well on the testi. It is

interesting to note that two of the groups that showed a positive relation-

ship between test results and ratings were Made up of entry level jobs,

zli
where general mechanical aptitude is more likely. to have role nce than in.

higNit level jobs that require substantial training and. expe ience.
,

..;

Atthough the interviewer ratings given during the _hiring process could not
o

be used for this analysis, the test scores were correlated wit overallk

interviewer ratings, s wou .dr three of the groups, blue

collar performande ratingi were positively related to interviewer...judgments.

4

liefer. to Appendix- G for a table showing the significant variables in the

analysli of tlue collar evaluation.
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Our i crliiirr analysis had indicated that job applicants were more

likely to be\reJectedtf they had more than a high school education, and

that haying a. college degree had a negative effect on the chance of being

selected. Ih the analysis of performance ratings, the education variables

showed mixed results. *in two of the semi- skilled and skilled groups

(5 -4, 5-7) a college degree. And,years of education showed a negative .

VelatiOnship with the ratings. However,.en the lowest skilled group studied

(2 -1), there was a significant positive'relat;onship between years Of

education and performance ratings. The positive. relationship between

education and ratings for, lower level jobs was reenforced by till fact that

in group 2-2 (trainees), having a high school degree was positively related

to ratings. The Opposite relationship was seen for one of the higher

skillod.voups (5-5).

,%ie have seen that job applicants who were related to.compahy employees

had a better chancevof being selected for employment than others. .There

was some evidence that.being a relative of anemployee was associated .with
,

\r,
heilerfOrmance ratings that were given in. four of the six groups. In three

of them (24, 2-2, 5-2) having a relative working for the coupalliwhen hired

_ was associated with higher performance ratings. In one of the groups (5-5),

being * relative had the opposite effect.. In the absence of an independent
, -'

measure of performance, thereis no way of determini4 whether the h gfier ,

ratings for relatives resulted fr ferential treatment, or whet r the

preference given to relatives in the h ing process, led to the employment of

rior workers. This result may be associated with thefact.ttiat in.tilli

three groups that appear to have given higher. ratings to relatives, there was

it signficant relationShip between race. and ratings. In all three groups,-

.black'emOloyees received lower ratings than whites. There are many peisaible

explanatns Of the results. The bl4cg employees i.nese entry level ,

unskilled or low level semi,skilled.jobs may not perforta as Aftikas bthers
,

in their'groups. This would suggest that the preference given.to"black job

applicants led to the hiring of less qualified workers.. Thereis also the

possibility of racial bias in the ratings, poaaibly compounded by the fact

that the blac employees are less likely to benefit from any halo effect

associated with having a relative working forithe company.' 04r. analysis

cannot determine which of the-explanations is valid, but the res t= could
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taken by emplOyees.. Only to group 52t Was there no-signtficant relitiOnihip

.between ratings and any of the courses. GAS distribution training. and -

general Internal training were each associated with higher ratings in three

of the groups. In a few cases training activities were associated with

lower_ratidgs, which may indicate that in some instances courses were used

to try to make updeficiencies.

35

be used to alert en employer to the .possible existence of a'problem.

The Wonderlic test, which was not a significant variable in the blue

'collar selection process, was positive related tmaperformance ratings in

two of the groups (2-2,5-7), rind showed the reverse relationship in one

(5-5) . employees who had indicated that they poOmedied specific iseual

work skills when they were hired receiyed significantly lower performance

ratings in three of the groups (2-2, 5-2, 5-7). Thii is a SUrprisieg

results, and may indicatekthat employees'' without simicific skills are-more

open to training, and that the companp's Slue collar jobs did not permit

them to use the skills' they brought' with them. ,
4

Less surprising was the findingothet in the entry level group (2.1)

older employees received higher perfdrmance ratlina than youngit employees

in these jobs. This may indicate some bias afainiVouth, but it is likely

thai more mature workeri'took their jobs more seriously. 4t this level,

age and length of service measure different diimemeiges. The higher ratings

'mint to older employees., not those with more,seaority. in three of the

groups, (2-1, 5-2, 5-5-),length of service with the company was negatively

. related to performance ratings. In only one group .(5-44) was there a positive
.

relationship. For the entry level unskilled job, and for the lowest level

of semi-skilled classifications, this suggests that newer employees petlorm

better than those who have stayed in the job for some period of time. In
.

, general, there results indicate''that employees who progress more slowly are

those who receivelowei ratings. it is interesting to note that the stoup

in which seniority was positively associated with performance ratings, was,

the same group in whith the isechanical-tist results had a negative relation.. '

ship with the ratings.. It appear's that in this group experience vad'an
P

important factor.
4

Our analysis indicated that performance ratings in time of the Otic,

groups studied were positively related to a number df the training courses

.11



Work location is another factor that may have affected performance

rating. Place of,work was identified as a highly significant variable

l01.__thavork___Atroups4 but the _direction of the relationship

was not uniform for most locations. One division was associated with

higher performance ratings in five of the work groups, and- in another the

relationship was positive in three he four groups for Qhich that

particular location was a significant factor. Another division of the

company was associated with tower ratings'in three Liroups and with higher

ratings in a fourth. it was not possible to determine if those difikences

were associated with 1ifferenL Standards or with different mixes of employ**.

However, evidence of persistent and relatively uniform.biluvin one or the

Other direction should receive some attention from management..

In summery, ourrelysis indicated that some of the criteria used by

the company in screening_ job spplicantavere.related to blue collar pagform4-

ante ratingl, although the relationships mare not uniform. The matchanicel

test appeared-to have some validity, and for Some groups, the wonderlic Mist.

'scores were positively associated with ratings. Employees who had relatives,

working for the company received higharratings, which, is evidence for the

existence of, or the effectiveness oithe informal temmiunicati?n network.

The data raised the possibility that black employes did not perform as

whites j.n.lower level jobs,.or.that their ratings suffered from racial -

bias. Ratings were apparently not used to reward senior employees, which

:supports the view that the perfOrmance ratings were reasonable indicators

of employee effectiveness. Ratings were affected by location, and by post-

,employment training. The letter result indicating that in many cases

emVloyees *could effect their ratings through training and education oppor-
.

tunities made available by or suppOrted by the -employer.'

40_
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A3LUE COLLAR -TURNOIAR.

'-n our discussion ef;whitelcollar employees we have ilreidy noted

Ithe bmeortance-_of. turnover as a cost itewand as d measure of suessful
. .

emplOyeekecruitpent. As expected, our analysis ofblue collar workers

indicated thit younger employees and women were more likely to.leave;the

-.company s'employment in the first two years. There iSiame'evidence

hat ,black applicants,were given preferinde fh the emPleimeh't screenint

proeeea, but that-group appears to have a higher ;thaw average.

turnover rate. "A;College degree, which appeared"tor4ecrease the probability

of selection for employment, was also adipociated'with higher.rates of

turnover, in the'first two years. There was eIidehoe-OfpreferehCe..fro

.. 4 .
- ,

,

relatives Of company employees in th process, a analySiS

indicates that individuals An this'dategOrYWeremOre likely*.te--stay.-with
. .

theCoMpany for. the first two years. iiew...emilC:yees W4oliSds4i6 post;rhigh,
. . .

school education xire,more likely to leave';Ag:were:those.who had some blue
w. -

.collar work skills... High scores-on'the.Wonderlid test were associated

with a high turnover rate in. the first year:Ofemployment-, and the same

is true for empioyees.whO had prior Work experiencd 'Utility industry.

To:do'em degree these resulte:indidate-,that.the,m0bile.,:bettvecit'idated,

more intelligent, new. employees were, 'Mire likely to leave theirlebs in

less than two years. They-preiUmably had mOreoppOrtunities and could .

take advantage of them. Of course some_of.the'terminations were involuntary

or the result of unsatisfactory perfOrmince,:and our analysis show's that
, .

employees w4th,low performance ratings' were more likely to. terminate their

employment during the first two years. than were employees with-higher ratings,.

To'the extent that the _short run termination data can beused,toassess

the criteria used in hiring, -it appears that the'employment screening

prodess helped short run stability thriagh the recruitment of relatives,
;

and.thrOUgh the negative weight given fo college degrees and post -high

school education..

As wall; true in the case of white c011ar'werkers,, the piCtilre changes
- .

dramatically when the turnover of 'regular employees:is examihild. In contrast
.,.

4to the results of our analysis,of new hires,, omen and younger employeeS

17
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1

had loWer turnover, rites, and employees' with college degrees were more
. 3

likely.than others to remain with., the a Company. Regular blue collar

employees. with high performance ratings left the company after shorter

periods of employment than did 'those with lower ratings, and there is
, .

some evidence ths,t 'white employees and those with ,relatives employed by

the company, had higher turnover rates: Of particular interest is -.the
... -

finding that SCCiefV.oii,theMechanical test were. associated with

a higher probability of tertsination, and therw was some eVidene of the

Jame relatiOnship fok,ifonderlic scores. To some degree these findings:

"reflect the retirement of older workers, but they illustrate again the
-

fact. that the attachment of employees to a firm changes substantially

after the initial period. of employment, and 'after a, regular employment

relationship has been established. Short run turnover is Substantially

affected by that -part-of the labor force that is engaged in, actin arch,

- and hes.00t. P446 .A commitment 2t o an occupation .or an:eMployer... ei%

employees who area able:to obtain high performance ..ratings..find.Hi4enforce
- . .

ment.with the .00Mpany, and..thoSewholkre- ditocoUraged.bY- lbw ratings tend to

leave.. The regulir labor force is more.stablei and -turnoVer .

is related. to different factors, :White dtployeeS, those-with higher -,test

.slporet,. and higher performance ratings undoubtedlyihave. the best altdrnative

employment opportunities, and as a result are more likelytoierminate.

voluntarily.

,

Our analysis of the turnover experience of regular.-employees has il-

'lustrated an inEerestilig dilemma., The employment.criteria are dasigned to

recruit the hest employees from .among the Job ippl!icants-. To the .extent

that the selettions are successful -by this measure, short run turnover miy

be curtailed.. -partiaular, there will be a .low level of involuntary

termination'. But after the initial.period of employment those ,employeea

with high mechanical aptitAde,. and who are able to achieve high performance
.

ratings are -those who are more lilcely to leave for alternative opportunities.

Even the company's investment in training opportunities may make it easier

for employees to go elsewhere: To some degree retention is made more-

difficult by the quality achieved through. employment screening.. - Perhaps

the most unkind cut is that even _those "who had relatives employed by the

company when they were hired, and who may hive beenShown some preferenCe
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as a restilt, appear to hair the higher termination rates 'after the
initial. period of employment than .do those' who have not benefited from

suctillt relationship.

I
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..-SUMMARY AND:CONCLUSIONS:,

Perhaps.the moat iMPprtant-lesson to be.learnedfroM this study

Of'pinning.down and .identifying the significant variables'

,:thatAsay.lierelated persOnnel decisions .and omp4ee performance.:

',000Peti record .sysPeMs:are:norma4ynOt desighed_oradminihtered to,:provide:

.for an audit.ibf the company's:decisions,, and: the processes that:he records

track k-Are themseNessubjeCeto frequent changeApplication forms, testa,"

:...andAntervieitprocedUreS Arel.modified 1.11*iiiO4etothe em0.10Yer!SSIc':

patience and requirementa.-.The. jobs_to be filled .change-overtiMe,

and themthe-Criteria:for Selection. Interviewer ratings that are

part -.of' the Selection prOcetsare the result Of:Sub)ectiVe judgments

made by a
. -

humberof differentind.I.VidualsthereCorded.4aia'do,not

provide a basis for:distinguishing.betweenariance in application.....'
:popUlation and variance...caused byfdifterencesamong theintervie4eri.

Performance measured are.diffiCult,to. come by:,._and those are available.

may not always reflect employee, effeCtivenesa.- this Studyi'periodic
,

-ratinga.given toNhite collar-eMployees were used dikone measure of

eMploYeeperforr74.ce.. but the ratigs,7'were awardedA4ithinthe'context
...-

. .-
.

._ .

at-a...merit increase systiiif, and,the':Constraints of that system led

to: ratingsratings that were not solely a tires of performance. Even the pro-
r

rate,,which was

.

alsbused easureloVeMplOyee success in

the::Organizatiqn, may be..more 6f:a-:.refleCtiOn ofthe._comp*nys.s,.proMotion

pbilosophy-,and-policies,_thas a valid indicator of. .relative perforMance.

even'if all.ofthedata were true measures of relevantfactorsa

complexity and instabilityof the. system Would make it very diffiCult to

.identify variables that were significantly related to the selection'and

- performance of.emeCieesr Each individual. considered is a unique case,
...

and the decision rules that result in the acceptance or rejection of job

applicants may vary considerably as different applicants<erp considered
,

by different management personnel.' In this study we 'made the heroic.

assumption tha threre would be sufficient stability in the process.
%.h

that the availa le mbaSures would be-reliable enough to enable us to

4



-le
.1-identify some of the' faCtors that may be related -to selection

:10Z0ance. Our analYsit4oroVided-soMe insight into thecoMpany'Er"selection
,%

of rieweisployees, and we ',Jere eble.to'identify variable:43 that appear to be

related td..different Measures of employee.sucCess:-These findings may

Useful at 'indicator's of some ofthe-faCtOrs that tnfluence the:Company's-

. dicipiOnsthat affect .employee succest,..but.out modeliwere able to
--11c241101n- only a friction. of the 'variance in any case. The unexplained

-vitiance. represents. Characteristits. 'Processes, and circumstance.Cthati

'affected employee selection and perfOrmanceliutwere'not captured by our

Snalysiii The failure'dfmany apparently reievint variables to survive

the,tests Of4Agnificance is anAkildication.of the complexity and limited

stability the processes that were studied.

The Ut ity company received a large..nuMber of.:.Unsolicited job:applicat-.

ions, most of which are walk -ins, in spite of the fact that they hired.

feweMployees. 'Thi made it postible for h'ompany to rely primarily

on its most recent appliCations.when an opening occurred,-andan

individual o Was *not. hired after .going through the interview and testing.

-process. w uld normally not be:considered again unless his or her,qual-.

wete o = tanding. Under this system the moat qualified applicants

in the' fire coUl.cleasily be overlooked:

Welk7,ins-end referrals from .employees. produced more than enough job

-appliCatiOns in most areas. However, for some specialized mhiief,Coilar jobs

the CompAny Made regular ,Useof a-few private emplOymentagencieS

Referral-.fromcommerciat agencies was a significant factorAn the initial
- - .

screening for.all vhite:collarlobs. The.compiny depended on the agencies

to send it applicants who met its normal'requirements.

Theinitialselection of individuals to Ile 'considered from the pool,

of applicants was-very informal, and apparently net based on any explicit

criteria. To some ,degree the process A decentralized, with some of the

firbt levelscreening, particularly'for bluescalar jobs, done at the

divisions by managers who used their own criteria for selection.' This made
. .

18Gordon;1Margeret S. and-Margaret Thal - Larsen, Employer Policies in a Changing
Labor Market, Institutedf ]ndustrial Relations, UniVersity of CalVornia, Berkeley,

-July 1969:

Trevor' Bain, Labor Market Analysis: A Review and :Analysis of Manpower Research
and Develonmsent, Draft:-Repoit,.Center for policy Researbh,'Inc.New'York,N.Y.

June, 1975. . 4 A
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difficult for the toMpany'S ' Personnel officer to 4:influence ghe 'initial

acreening,:exceet .at the headquarteri iodation. It is °not surOrising,there-

Jforethat in.the-i!elettion.of blue' .collar eMploYees fOr interview and.

app 1 J. Can related company employees,-:an4 those who' were.

referred by employees, were given 'preference. This 2,preferencewas significant

only-.for White Applicants.- ::Presumably because the personnel' officer

had thareinfluence; over white"Collar hiring, their, selettiow-for in4rview

and testing. was* not significantly bias:tad
,
.in:,faVor of relativesjLalthOugh

employee referral was a. factor.
4.

Applicants_ were recommended for.employment on the.basis of. a number

og interviewer ratings and tetitt;scores. The :final de'cis*ons *re made

jointly by the division managers and-the personnel officeic. Particularly

fOr, blue:Collar workers, the selection .prOcets appeared to bel Very subjective,
1101 emphasis on selecting employees who would. fit in. :::ReiAtives of.

employees- .were,giVen preference, employee .referral -seemed to have some

influence-, :and the interviewerinterviewer's ratings of . attitude :and appearance were

significant factors. However,-scores On the Mechanical aptitUde test.

-were sigitificant.ln the hiting.decisions, so diet selection was not baied

simply on subjective udgments.-in hiring white collar employees, Lcores

on the Wanderlic test, and on specific skill -tests were significant.

'factor4,and evidence .of specific skillw.a9d reievint'experiente°Was,
.

considered. However, interviewer ratings of appealb:;. aScitUde, and

personality, were apparently given considerable weight, leaving room. for

-subjeclive interviewer judgment...:

The,study.ahows thatthere is 'an InfOinqa communication network'basad

on eMployees who are'relatives, or who refer applicants to the company, that

'is 'signifitdritin the employment-of White workers; Som. whites find their

paths smoothed because of previous summer employment or other contacts.

.Blacks .evidently do not benefit from the same informal ,process, their

eliploymentja more likely.to be the resultofthe.company!l-explicit
,

affirmative action program The perSoilnel offider_actively seeks out

qualified black applidants, and urges_their:considerition on ,division managers.



SOcial agencies and the employment berviice are sources'of candidates.

The latter agency provided almost half, bf the black applicants hired for

blue Collar. jobs. The informality of the initial screening, the hiring

, process, and the subjective nature of some of the criteria that are iig-

niticant in the selection'decisions, leave the system open to preferential

treatment, and discrimination. But ,as.a result of the strong push,from

the personnel officer at headquartaba it appears that. verall black applicants.

__ha_ve_liL_aomewhat_.histter-zhance--nf--beinOti-redtban-wh-ites. Blacks were

less than 9% of the total applicants, and they-represent over 17% of those

hired. Our analysls of the hiring process established that preference

for blacks was a significant factorinblue collar selection and in
,

hiring for some white collar jobd. .

There is mixed evidence on the'Vaiid: of thecOmpany's,hiring criteria.

Unfortunately interview ratin data were n available, but test scores

that were correlated with overall intervi r ratings were studied. The

Mechanical aptitutde test used to screen blue collar applicants Was a

significant variable in, models of blue collar performance=ratings in three

of six wage earnger group including tw Autry' level groupings... There

was a negative relationen one group. Of Interest is the fact that'the

Mechanical testhad a negative relationahip with performance ratings given

to foremen: The selection of relatives was associated with highdt per-
.

formshce ratingsin three grou0s, and with lower ratings in A fourth..

Relatives also Appeared to have lower short run turnover rates. It pears,

thit the factors,that wfire tignificant in selecting blue colla wo erg,

particularly white 'employees, were positively associaced with perfxmance.

in some, groups. However,:in some cases the relationihip was reversed,

and the picture is clouded by the fact that black employees received lower

blue collar performance ratings than whites.

For whiteicollar,employees the record does'not provide strong evidence

for-the efiktiveness of the hiring criteria. Neitter agency referral

or employee referral were related any performance measure. High scores

on the clerical test were associated with high'performance ratings,but

they were also associated with Lower promotion rates. The Wonderlic test

I.



.
*boiled h0;h.positive and negative relational/pa with performance irat
at different levels, and a weak positive .iela onshiP to rate of progression.
Office.. skills showeid'a negative relationship hi per ormance ratings at
two levels, and 'with the promotion rate of exempt employees. There was a
positive relationship with the rate of progression of none- exempt white
collar workers, Paradoxically, `employees who' had relatiVes Working-for

4

the company' when they were hired were associated with higher perfOrnrince
2,41eSsures. in two rating grotiP*, with higher 'exempt .and non-exempt promotion

rates; and with lover Short run turnover. The Salysis did not indicate
that' relatives were given significant iireference for 'white'c011ar jobs.

. .

It is polk*iiiiiithat-the relationship affected. their ratings and promotions.
It La allo,ptiseible that ejapioyees who have-relatives working for the
company find-.it easier to identify withAihe canipanyts goals;- are more
highly motivated, or haVe other charaCteristics that enable them to
outperform other employees. The.mixed evidence on the-effectiveness'

,

of the hiring criteria is underlined by the finding. that male employees
er.and white employees were signifidantly associated wh higher white collar

performance ratings. The racial .differentier: in ratings wai.signficant
in levels 2 and 3; each of which included a relaiiiively small percentage
of black employees. It Was-not present in the Lowest leVel Where 317.-
of the employees were black. In addition, male employees in non-exempt
claSsifications had higher :rates of promotion than women.'" The analysis
suggests the possibility of discrimination against Women 'and blacks. But

for whatever reasons,, they were rated lower on the available' indicators of
performance.

White collar performance ratings were higher for older, more senior
employees, and there was some evidence that this finding was related to a
bias in the rating system caused by the constraints imposed by the cota-
zany'si merit rating system. There was:some .evidence -that older_ blue collar-

workers at some levels pceive&higher ratings, but -the -higher ratings
) were not associated with longer Tenure' for this group. Both blue collar

45
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workers and white collar workers appeared tre be able to improve their

forename
company. This effect bOs largely confine to technical job-relate

courses.. Academic cournes taken as part of degree programs were not

'associated with hi.gher ratings or prototion rates..

Our study ,fOund that short run turnover was highest for employee's

---yho-wrir-ybung;-fema-l-e-and----who-had--tratinferabie-alef111:
relatives. working for the company showed closer ties to the company and

had foyer .turnover rates in the first two years of employment. Black..

employees, and those with lira peraermance, ratings were more likely to-

terminate their employment in this period. We fOund that after heer first

two years,. younger and female employees, and black (employees, had lower

turnover rates. White empgyeas and those with higher performance ratings,

who would find it easier to obtain alternative employmetit, 'had higher

termination rates.

er
indicators though training or cation made available by the

Our study provides convincing eAridence for the importance of : effective,

monitored, 'affirmative action programs. The selection 'process includes

very infoptal elements that eliminate job applicants from consideration

without reference to any explicit criteria, An informal_ communication

network appears to result in preference for relatiVes, and otherl with

inside connections, and its benefits accrue- only to whites.
19

The

hiring decisions are based in part on subjective judgments, and on

some criteria that are not clearly related to job 'performance. ,,.The perforA

avid nce of possible discrimination in the rating'process. The selection

\man a measures themselves are..subject to some question, and there is

c.
decisions are partly de.centralized, sq that they are not necessarily_

based on uniform standards or policies. 'The hiring of black employees

is largely the result of'explicip pressure from the rersonnel officer
. .

at headquarters, who has liMited ability to influende the decentralized

seleCtion process. Although the company has been successful in recruiting

Dale.L.,- Discrimination in Employment, Ann Arbor
and Industrial Relations, The University of Michigan-Wayne
February, 1970. Jr

.46
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, . ., ...

and hiring bladk.employeew, its results' have.been achieved in spite of the

gyeesi that has a built -in preference, for whites. At some poJnt, black

apOtiCan ) s,Meefind their-pathSAmoothed b, same ype of informal communication
.00

network:that:now operat'es in favor of-whites, but that time has not yet
- : _ .

arrived. ".Until it do04,.the ability of black emplOyees to enter the company's

internallabor Market, and the progress of blacks and:wean in the organ Lion,

#iilikaltO/depend in large part on effective affirmative-action.

Efficien0.= as well -as equity is a. goal ofminpOWer management. The.

absence of-Xittctt selection -criteria, and theinformaldidentraiited:dediesion

Hprncessi-sUggestedjimited the cOmpany's abilityto'hird the best availObie

employees. The'informel preference system' appeared

who fated hell anthe.performancesmaatUreisbntthere..remains thefpossibiIity

that the same preference that'resulted in their employment,. improved their

,performanceAndicatori. Our study indicatesHthati-thecompanyshould

donduct.a'critical examination of.its rating-systems. lbereappeara-to

be the pdasibility of systematic differencesamOng the company's

distortions related to the constraints Of the merit increase system, and

'informal norms that keep the ratings from being used as reliable indicators

of performance.

Odr project illustrates the difficulty of administering a'rational
_

internal labor market. A continuous research activity mould be required

to- tnSure that the'systemleas operating in accoidance'with.the' organisation's

goals.' Performance measnres,pereonnel records,-and ddta Collection would
I%.

:have to be designed so that they c id-be'utilizedeffectively in making

-personnel decisions,' and in asse gthe results of internal laborrmarket

policfes. The complex of theASystem, and the large 'number of factors

that .may beinvolved n each decision., suggests that statistical analysis

would 'have to be s pplemehted by a continuous audit, of the process itself

to in urethat the nformal system, that always operates, doee not

frus ate the comPa s soalS.

at.
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Individual Characteristics

Sex
14eP
Women

Age
Aerage
Less- than 18

-30 er7-oviti-r-

25 or over

Race
. White

, 14rrted

Divorced and Separated

-.Dependents
0
1

2

3
>3

Education - years
Average
12

>12
12 or greater,

O

High School Degree ..(titose
Academic specif
Bui3iness
General
Technical /Vocational.
None

College Deg,ree
Accounting and Bus. Adm.
Engine-e-Mig and Science
Liberal Arts
AssocJ.ate. Degree

o Other Education
At /east 1 year

<of those who did) Averag

APPENDIX.A

.-TABLE 1 4....

JOB APPLICANTS

Total -
Interviewed

Only
,

Hired
% N % %

2122 70.4 153 69.2 71 --L--- 77.2
891 29.6 68 30.8 21 22.8

.:,

--ir

23.6 24-3
165 5.5 .. 4 1.8. 1 1.0

14.5-----337---- 1172 -8:6--
790 264 61 ,-.27:6 26 28.2

2745 91..1 177 80.0 76 82..6

268 8.8 44 20.0 .16 17:4
..?

1222 140.6 106 i 48.0 40 i'l -43:5

75." 2.6 10. 4.5 1.1

004 66.5 139 . -62.9 r 59 64.1.
424 14.1. 37 .16.7 15 , 16.3
331 11.0 = 22 10.0 )11, 4:0
166 -' . 5.1 .14 6.3 6 6:5
88 '.2..9 . 9' 4.1 ..-1 .. .1.1_

0
.

,,...7

12..9 12.9
1961 65.1 169 4/6.5 46. 60.9
982', 32.6 45 20.3 36 39.2

2944 97.7 214 96.8 92 100.0
_.

lo
.

-.

Led)1070 39.4,
724 26.7

58
55

28.2
26.7

'38

14
45.-2

f7:9'
618 22.8 74 35.9 24 28.6 .

255 9.4 14 6.8 ---i m ° 8.3
47 .1.7 5 2.4 0.0.

....-,0
170 5.7. -.... 2.3 1 .1

81 2.7 '0 Q. 3 2.2
4 141 4.7 5 2.3 2 2.2.
150 5.0 4.1 9 9.8

278 9.5 18

'9 mos. 7.9 mos. " -7.0 mos..



TAB= 1. (Cont.)

Work Rsasetiessee

Previous job (any)
Nome
Now working

Dite available
Immediately
1 mOnth
2 months

:

,t

Last job - Industry
Gs utility
Engineering and Mfg.,
Retail
.ConstCtton .

Other (Service or
Uthlities

Last,job . Occupation
Clerical
Laborer
Skilled Latta

Secretary,.,
Manigemant

Reason for, Termination
Quit
Layoff
Temporary word
Dismissed

Previous EmPloyment
Gas Utility work
Company C work

Past work'Experience
Nuinber.of permanent jobs
(of those with more exp..)' A
Two or'more lobe: for those

with. work experience
permanent jObs in past 5.yr

(% of those with 2 or
more jobs)

on-the=job accident

Total
Interviewed

. /. Only
RN' % /I- % %

4.'275 9.1 17 7.7 6 6.5

1008 33.4 97 43.9' 43 46.7
- .

2tgra 87.6 200 §0.4 77 83.7

ia 5'.0 ,7 3.2 3 3.3

79 i 2.6 2 .9 1 1-1

46 1.5 3 1.4 5
.
5.4

549 18.2 54 24.4" 18 19.6
643 21.3 44 19.9. 13 14.1

166 5.5. 14. 6.8, 5. 5.4
909 30.2- 59 -26.7- ' 30 32.6

"\IN
405 .13.3 24 ,10.9 '11 12.0

910 30.2 79 , 35.7 31 33.7
'176 5.8 14 -' 6.8- 11 12.0
186 6.2 .9 4.1 , 3 3.3
129 4.2 13 ' 5.9 4 4.3
114 3.9 10 4.5 5 5.4

1349 . 45.0 112 50.7 55 59.8".

657 21.7 49 22.2 10 10.9
566 18.8 27 12.2 16 17.4

0.8 1 .5

, \--

78 2.7 6 2.7 14 15.2

28 0. 3. 1.4 13. 14.1
-

, 1.976. .
2.

. /

1163 55.6 102 60.4 37 54.4

962 46.5 88 51.8 30 44.1

107 3.6 14 6.3 3.3

52



AmpliclOon Ddte
sk44.4wori epplied for

Uhakilled:whitej
Skilled Mite
Unikilled blue'
,Skilled .blue.
Any ',

. ,.... ,,

Related to white call
. Related to blue coils

lifferred by.

Walk in
Employee. of company
.$choql .

Commercial Agency
Other '

Esiniqyzsent_ Service
ChaMber of Commice
O. I:C.,

Politician
U.T.D. (black program)
Urban League
Kay's _Boys Club
P.E.P.
C:E.P.
NAACP
Conmunity .Act
Part-time' to full:-t

References-
Faculty.
Professional

Total
14

InterOieved
01111y.

N..
Hired

N N - % %

456 15 31 14.0 9 9.8.
819 27 35 14.8- 14 15.2
509 17 49 22.2' .22- 23.9
142 . 5 16 , 7.2 , '6 6.5

1077 36 90 40.7 41 . 44.6

88 . 2.9 16 7.2 34 -. 1i.2
165 5.5 36 16.3 14 16.3

IL

2205 73.2 99 44.8 .42 45.7
485 16.1 64 ` 29.0 '31 33.7

66. 2.2 7 . 3.2 3 3.3
41 1.4 , 23 10,4 8 8.7

149 4.9. '1110 4.5 1. 1.1
, 35 1.*'. , 9 - 4.1 . 4

.

4.3
6 0. 0 0.0
3 0.1 . 3- 1,4
2 0.1 0
1. 1 , .5
8
4

'0.3-
0,1

2
0

'1 1 , .5 . .

2 0.1 ,
1 0:5 1 1.1

3 0.1 1 0.5 0 0.0
1 - 0 0..0 1 1.1
1 0 . 0.0 .1. 1.1

592
580'

19.6 .

19.3 .

56
, ,36 .,

16.3
16:3

. _

.18
22

' 19.6
. 23.9

.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 1 (cont)

Individual' Characteristics (Cont)
.

Typing
Teletype
Adding Mach./Calculator
Coiputer Operator
Key Punch
Office-other (1 or

,.- 2 skills)

* Blue-Collar -truck
-machine op.
bheavy equip.

Military Service
Officer
Clerical
Equip. Op.
(truck)

Skilled Labor

:Dishonorable Discharge

4

;

TotAl

N N

Interviewed
'Hired

.1083 ,36.0 .83' 37.6 10. 32.6 *

56 1.9 6., 2.7 2 2.2

910 30.4 72 , 28.1 '24 . 24.0'.

86 2.9 .2', '.9
211' 7.0 LB! :'.8.). 7. 4, 7.6-

. 519. 17.2,.-3-: '197 , 6 6.5 ."

i

.._ ..

.282 , 9.4 15 11..3 la.6 a.o
359 ;11.9 31 v". 14.0 .0.1t- *9.6
129 4.4 '13 5.9 :4 '.; 4.3L

. ,

. 20 -0.7 2' .9

132 .4.4 7 .3.2 " .3`1

73 2.5 9 4;.1" '2,2
. .-

184. 6.1 .18 8.1 .. 8 8:J.-

2 .9 '0 4.0.
. . ...

. ,

J



Analytical: Procedure

Appendix B

,..-From the data colfeCted.,- a set of approximately, 60 variables

wori'.4elected for preliminary analysis. Some of the, data could

not be utilized because of missing data problems, and lin some

cases, variabli4s were constT11cte4 by aggriliFion from data collected.

Inter-cerrittatione were calculated, andiniiables,were eliminated

if correlations 'were higher than .5, or iftfie variable definitions

suggested the por)sibilitY that the two, variablexs were measuring

the same characteristic and the correlation was greaterthan.:354

A stap-wise regression procedare yes used that permitted the

entry or removal of variable! as a function of the F statistic.

Theiteration processwas followed until the regression equation

included only those variables with "an F statistic greater than 1.

This resulted in a linear model that maximized the R2. statistic.

In the.-text discussion;_it is assumed that there is' some evidence

.for thellignificance of variables that remained in the equation

at this level of analysis. The analysis was continued bx removing

variables "according to 'the value of the F statistic,:until it was

determined that the remainitg variables added signifl.cantly-to 'the

explained variance at the 957. level of significance. The tables

that have been included in-the repoit includ nly the. final models
. .7

that were developed through the aboye Procedure.
-AW

2
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APPENDIX C

Oft):
al

TART.E. 2

White Male Applicants Selected for InterView

e.

Variab14;' Coefficient

ork Nov

RelatAve
Steel' Job'

- Other job:-
High School Degree
College Degree
Other Education

.04

.39

-.04

.07

-.08

".05

4410

145.31

-4.72

3.17

5.46

8.61

8.61

Nonrelative .EmplOyee Referral :13.

Constant .04
. Multiple R2 .16

TABLE 3
Black MaletApplicants ..Selected for Interview

Variable Coefficient

Years of *Education -.08
PreviouS Job -.33'
Steel Job -.33
White Collar EXpehill. .45

Social Agehcy. Refertal .47
o

Fired i .17

Constant 1.43

410,to?
-f;!

Mul,tple _12

1,

'cs

56

4.38

18.97.

F

5.84'.

85

.28 .;

8403;

23.14

3.82

4

1

11

J.

*



TABLE 4

Tote( Male Applicants Selected. for interview
'

Variable Coefficient

Work Nbw cr. .05' 4.69'

lative .39 140.97

sr '1 Job 4.65'

5o ial Agency Referral,.. .40.

College Degree -.08 8.42

Other Education 04, 4.35

Race .08 .4.31

NonrelativeEmployee.Referral ..13 19.20
.

-Cobstent 08
Multiple

TABLE 5 .

Selection for Interview for Key punch Job

Variable = oefficient .

, 23Adding Machine Skill:

1CeYPunch Eitfolerience 65
Agency Referral (EmployMent) .55

COtistant -.oe

Multiple R2 .5

4

57

56

A.



.4

f.
.Setlection for biterview for Key Punch Job'

(Kay Punal:Experience-Variable Omitted)

Variable ss,

'Adding Machine

Working Now

Agency Referral (Employment)

Constant

Multiple R
2

.56:
o

-variable

,

Cderficient

.20
,43

.50

-:06

4.22

18.10

i3.87 7

TABLE 7

Selection. for Interview far Key Punch-Job
(Agenc9FiteferraL'Variable OMitted)_

Teetype _Skill
Working Now

Steel' Job

Management:Experience

Constant ,
2-MOltiol2L .54

Coefficient

)1
' .68

.60

-%48

-1.32-

.04

8.00

31:86.

5.18

10.49



TABLE 8
Selection for Interview for Home Economist Job

Variable. Coefficient

Date Available - .03 2.40

Manufacturing Job -.18 3.30

Blue Collar Experience :21 3.98

Employee Reference .22 6.49

College. Degree .167 4.64

Constant . -.03

Multiple R
2

.28

J
TABLE 9..

Selection for Interll.e0for Accounting Clerk Job-

Variable Coefficient to.-

Adding Machine Skill .16 3..99

Other' Office Equipment Skill' .l4 4.'18

SeOretarial Experience -.17 2.87
Agency Referral (Employment).- .81 2.87

Constant *51b72-

Multiple R2 .64

,

401

Alt



APPENDIX C

Aga Ctiop
r

TABLE'10
r"interview for Secretary-Clerk Job--Total

. _

Variable Coefficient F
.

Race .26 . 34.64

Oth6r-Rducotion .00 13.41
...

Manufacturing Job .10' 5.39

Alone .21. 8:38

-"Bmployee-41teferral, ;4; 22.39

Agency Referral (Employment) :55 -* -1* 39.33

Constant '.01

MUltiplerR? .34 ,_

r

a

TABLE 11

Selection for Interview for Secretary-Clerk

White Applicants

.

Variable Coefficient

Alone .23 '10.10

Employei,. Referral. .21. 24.75

Agency. Referral (Employment) 4.9 18.03

Other Education .44 15.52

Constant .01
.

Multiple R2 .21

TABLE 12

Seilectios for Interview -f9r Secretary-Clerk

Black Applicants

VarAble Coefficient

Agency .Referral (Employment) ..64

Constant

R:- c).19

0

F ,

11.77
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TABLE 13

Hluo.Collar - Model 1 .

Veriable Beta Coefficient

Appearance

Attitude

Reiattve Employed

Other Education

Mechanical Test
2

Multiple R .29

.12 .42

.40 .10

.12 .12

-.17 -.16

:21 .48

TABLE 14 411

. Blue-Collar Hiring -Model 2*

Variable Beta Coefficient

Overall Rating .50.

Relative Employed .16

Other Education -.17
2 P

Muitiple R- .27

T

1.88

6.32'

2.02

2.76

:2. gr
-2.83

*The overall rating used-as the single variable in a hiring model-resulte

An an R2 of .21 compared with an R2 of .27 for the *ode]: ihatincludes all

of the significant variables. The mechanical test .scores were reinserted

in. this second'model to see if they would have any.significancer in a Tedel

that also/includee' the"overall 'racing. The mechanical test variable d not

add significantly to the multiple 2,' indloiting that it does, not have a

significant effect, independent of the overall rating.

r. 60

61

I
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,,

4s TABLE ,
15

* 4 Relative ImportanCe of Interview Categories
,(Number Of.White Collar Job Groups)

-6

Experience

Attitude

Overall Verbel:

"IppearanCe

Ambition
..

Personality
4

Overall ,

Voice

1

711

-4'

tgbest Hired No Range Overlap .

2

.

..0

4 2 ( 0

5 3 0

5 `.4 1

Lo' 2 ,1

4 Z. 0

A , 2

3 i 0



4
Analysis of Variables Related to White. Collar Employee Performance Rati

.

Vihiti collar employees' received regular performance. ratings on a scale

from 1 to 5. In order to use this rating as a measure of relative performance

therware formalised to adjust for time In aparticular job../evel. The .

rating for the first year in a joblevel was increased by two, the second.

year rating was increased by one, and for a!,1 rating beyond that the

figure's were used as'given. The ratings were then avereged fligeach

individual for the time spent at a.particular job level producing a

performance construct with three as the approximate "average" measure of

Aftrformince. The 'first analysis of the data was desianed.toidietify

the-variables that were availible at the time 'of hire that appeared'to

-be related to subsequent. job perforMance as measured by the ratings. Un-

fortunately,finterview'.fOrMs have not been.. standard over an extended'

period,cif time and the subjective informaticild obtained .ring the

interviews was notincluded.in the analysis. Teat scores, however, were

utilized to the extent that they were available.

-Job -Level '1 .

ti

There were 35 individuals'itudied in this job level, 117. of whom

were male,and 11% ,of whom were black.. Because of higb:borrelations among

what may have been important variables, several models were utilized

in attempting to identify the correlates of performance retinae. In
the' first model,.A.aPai;.age andthe Wonderlic test Were included., but sex

was not.- This.model indicates ;..that the,Woilderric,teet was signifidanily

negatively. .related to performance retinae and' utility work.experience

A444,theonly variable that appeared to be positively related. Both race

and age dropped out of the model because no significant relationship

could ke found. Irthe second model, the swevariable was included
, -

and the age,-high school degree, and race varialresdropped. The

numerical test Was.eUbstituted for -the.Woliderlic-tedt and the office

`skills variable. was utilized. Inthis model only the. sex variable was

positively associated with performance rating, while the acquisition of

office skills appeared to have a negative effect. Since office skills
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Wawa highly correlated with high school-degree and ago, the latter variables

'were substitute `in the next model. The results indicate once again that

sax wassignificantly related to performance ratings, as was manufacturing

experience. .Other experiente' and a high school Area appeared to be

negativelyvrelated to perforMance patinae'. In afinal'anikystiof,the

ghat lavel jobs, the Wonderlic test, age, sex, and high school degrees

were included in the model; The analysis indicates that sex was positively:

related-toperformance ratings; as'was the'manufacturivexperience. The
4.

Wonderlic Test Was negatively related to performance. Although they

:AVopped out in, the final stages of th1s analysis there La some indication

that,age and having a relative working with eke company effect performance

ratings positively.

The firit mMdelused was (Model 1), ehe next model (Model 2)%
e'

Job Level 1 Performance Ratings - Model 1

.Veriable .

Wonderlit.Test

Utility ExArience

Multiple R2 .25

Beta Coefficient .,T

-.39 -.28
.

-2.54
. -

.32 '.93 2.13
4.

Jobj.evel 1 PerforMance'Ratinga -:ModelP2
.

Variable Betii. ...,. .Coefficient, T-'

.Sex .26 *.67 1.76 ,

Office Skills.- -.45 _.-- 7.78 : -2.97

Multplfli
2

,..35

...)

Job Level 1, Performance Ratings - Model 3

Variable Beta .

Sex .46

Manufacturing Experience .28

Other Experience -.28

High School Degree -:28

Multiple R
2,

.35 ,

Coefficient T

.,.12 3.06

.72 1.88-

-.46 -1#
-.97 -1.84
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Job Lovel I Performance Ratings - Model 4

iariable Rata . j . Coefficient - T

Sex . .3i %. .89 . 2.it

Wonde rlic TeatTe -.26 -.19 -1.48 .

Mg6ufacturing Exp. .21 ',5.3-
..

:. 1;35,

Multiple R
2

.28 .:4,

. ,
, .41 ,..

Job Level '- ng.Orgsnipation.Wariablea
.. 0 . i e

The final.anely is did not establish that any of the organisation .

. .

,
variable. impacted on performance ratings. However, the maximal EL2 model

#' in the analysis that included sex and total years with the company

indicates the possibility that total years had some positive effecton

performance ratings. Secretarial courses appeared to be negatively

related with performance ratite at thie'leVel. Thesw. analyses also
.. .

.

indicated that male employees tended to:receive higher ratings, that utility
, , ,,,

experience was associated with good retinae aid office skills appear to
A #

have some negative effect on performance ratings. Although the variable

dropped out in the final steps of analysis,a maximal R2 model indicated

that the Wonderlic test scores were negatively ielated to performance

:ratings. .

Job Level 1 Performance Ratings Model 5

Variable Beta Coefficient T,

Sex , .42 .10 2.64

Multiple R
2

.17 .

Job Level 1 Performance Ratings - Model 6

Variable- 'Seta Coefficient T

Utility Experience .32 .91 2.30

.Office kills .-.53 F -.93 --3.88
. - 2.

Multiple R .39

Job Level 2

There,were 161 employees studied in this job level, 87 of-whom were
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MAI and OX of whim were black.- In this group there was an inverse ter-
-

0
-relation between office skill and age, the first model used to analyse

the data inch/did egoiand dropped the offide skills variable. The

significant results Of.this analysis indicate that men, and older-omployeesa

tended to receive higher ratings, and that small retail experience

fectediatings:positively. Scores on the. numerical test taken by

'employees before beArag hired were negatively related tCi. their per .

ce ratings. The last variable to drop out of ,the analysis was race,

which indicates the possibilitithat.white employees received higher

ratings than their black 4counterparti. Similarly, the Wender/4c test,score

variable dropped out in the firail4stage of analysis, and there -ii some
.

possibility that the scores on this test were positively related to per-

formance ratings. It should be noted that the R2 achieved in this analysis

is relativeli small, indicating that most of the variance is not explained

by our,model. A second model including the office skills variable in place

of age was used to analyze the data. The results were similar to the

first model, with the office skills variable showing a negative relation-
_

ship with performance rating, as would be expected because of the inverse

correlatton with age. I ry, it, appears that at this job lever,

older male employees ten. receive higher ratings, and that numberical

test scores were negatively related to-performance rating: There is some,'

additional evidence that white employees were viewed more positively, and

that the Wonderlic test scores were positiftly related to perforwande rating.

job Level 2' Performance Ratings - Model 1

Variable Beta Coefficient

2.97

-2.11

2.08

3.09

Sex

Niimarical Test
'N,,

Small Retail. Experience

Age

.22 .

-.15

.15

.23

.69

-.17

.37

.16

Multiple R
2

.19

66
66
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/ Job 10,0v! 2 rerfor!Aince Rnt.inallotiol

Varlohlo Betas Covfficient

Sex .21 .64 2.47

Numerical Test -.14 -.16 -1.96

Small Retail Experience .17 Als 2.28

Office. Skills- '-.18 -.41 -2.15

Multiple R2

Job Level 2 Including Organization Variables

Further analysis of the Job Level 2 employees indicated that performance

ratings were positively' affected by cleridil courage sponsored by the

company. When total years with the company was substituted or age in

the model, totel..years was significant And positively related to

performance ratings, although.this model explains somewhat less variance

than the model which included age. Although they dropped out in the final

stage of analyskis, the maximum edjustedR2 model gave.sole in44nation that

black emplOyees received lower ratings an their white counterparts

at this level, that scores on the clerical .mast were, positively:.? fated

to performance ratings, and that rate of advancement was positively''

associated 'with the perforiance ratings. The models are con/Went with

the other analyses that showed male employees receiving higher

perfoirmanes:iratings tifan,their female counterparts . .

Job Level 2 Performance Ratings - Model 3

4:.08

Variable Beta . - Coefficient

Sex .23 .71

Clerical Course .16 .39 2.29

Number Test -.16 -.17 -2.23

Small Retail Experience .12 .31 1.71

Age '.24 .16 3.20

Multiple R
2

.22

<0
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Job Level 2 Performance Retinae - Model 4

Variable
Sex

Total Yours
Clerical Course
Number Test
Small Retail Experience

Data Coefficient .- -Or

.23 .70_ *-12.98
......21 , .23 '. ' 2./7

.15 .36 2.iii
-.16 -,0116 . to . -2.29
..13 .33 1.82

Multiple 821

se:" L, .
;,Zip.

68
4e,

.

A

.3



rThere Wee.117 individsithikisitidied, in thiliis71040 .1eliel, 31i Of whom
.

we.re.Male, and. 7.87, of 'ilhom ire black..- iThe Of ftee skills -variable
. --... Q,

.. .,

not -Tineluded-in the u34,01Juied- to. analyze :th ese:data,,becaUse. of
sigiiifieentlY-;.hiih correlations with the agernand sex variables.

.c-analysis" iiidicate.s that -Men and 'older :employees tended. to receive higher
.-Vatings than satheZ'S.-.-Ra6e was. negatively correlated with 'performance

initicatinhat ,blick.eigiOrroy,ees tenfiedr-to :receivosi-lower ,ratings
than their white codnterparta. Utility experience was also ,-negatPireiy
correlated with perforMance. ratings. The /tilt -Variable to drop' out bf. - , ,

0 .

the,analyseawita;Elelatii/e whi.ch ind-icates;that theiet is some evidence
thit employees -who. _had relatives working for the q.ompany When they

.g,
were hired received lower parformance ratings than other6,, It2* ,

achieved with_.sthis model is relatively high intilicating ihat.st substantial.

fraction of the. variance is explained by the model.
. ,iJob Level 3 Performance Ratings ,. - .Variable

'Sex
Race
Utility Experience-
Age

Multiple R2 ;47
.

Beta Coefficient T

.30 .59 3.43
-.23 -.80 -2,66
-.20 .63 -2.33

.59 .42 6.66

..-
Job Level 3 -- Including_ Organizational Experience 'Variables

When the organizational variables were added. to the model, with
total years substituting for age, the results again indicated that

44i: tell, and men tended to receive higher performance ratings than others..
,Totai number of years with the company .wasunOeitively related to

p..--

performance ratings asp was previous ManufaCtuting experience. The, f .

promotiOn rate was not significant, but individualS:who
celleneous > approved courses su.pported by the ;company .appeared to- have
improved thelr Pe-siloriniincVratingcr When age- was suSatitaced for to.ta.l..
years in the moder, the results were similar, with age replacing total
years As the .significant variable pOsitiveli related, to perforniance .-



.v. igt..

- I ,
.

.,....- ....,10 ..

. w .J. -..
Xnthis model

:

exile nce Was ponce more

AP,P END
A

; :

nufacturirig experielace dropp4d out and .0*1.1ity-

gatively associated with performance. ratings.

The'' last Varitthle to drop out in the final stage of analysis was havink a
relative eMployed by the 'companY which was negatively associated with
perfOrmance ratings. 7%

Job Level 3 Performance Ratings Model 2
. ,

'Variable Beta Coefficient T

Sex ..19

,;Race- -.20,
Total Years .54
her Approved, Course .2az

Manufacturing Experience- .19 -

..37
-.68

.57
.
.62 .

.47

.
2.18

-2..30
-6.41_

,
2.29
2.27

91,

Sex.

Race
Utility. Experience

Multiple - R? .51,

Variable

Age

qb Level 3 Perfordrance Ratings -"Model 3.

Beta Coefficient

3.43
. ,

.30 .60

-.23 - -.80 ;-2.66
-.21 '=.63 -2.33

.59 .43 6.66
Multiple R

2
.47

a.

70 70

s



jobLeVel.-4: ',-=:
1,_

.4 _ .

. .-

yherewere 219 employees studied in:thid-leb level, 58,97..cf:WhoOL
. .

were smaTh-And. 2,7% ofTshom wereihlack. The'race.ariable,*as-not. tiOlud

in theAm*FysidftieCaUtte_Of'the -small representation:.pf,pla*eftployees..
2

Thell. :achieved with the inoder'utilize4. to analyxevthedatowagy4i

couraginglinall at this -level... Hawever,:_tatalysislipliCkted that

haVi4g c Ollege:degree..was.'pds itivelyl.relat ed7 wi th perfo4m4e140.
..

14.9.
end'tpAt:older.emploieeitended to - receive higher ratinge:_RmApYeei a\,

,

:t24:1440:Who.hAd-prelriO0A_ManUftiCturing e*perienteapPeeredtd:have:-'
- ,..

recativee'loWer'ratiilgs dian.otherk. job level 1.3.1cluclas a number of

-.:sccipOnting jObd-tSdt are--prObably:AsaociptedAwith.collegefiegreesand.the

analysis may refleet:some:upward-biasin-the-ratinggiveh..--to-iimployees.

.-141,th=sUch-jobs4_
.. ..

Variable'

Job Leveli4 Performance- RatingSMod f 11

Beta. CoefficlWW 7
. _

Manufacturing Experience

Collegelbegree .

.

1.88

.25-

..39

.46-:
.

.16

'3.08

-.2,96

4.02

Multiple R2 .13

FurtherAnalysis wad performed_ On job. level'A clisSifications-for.A-'
. k .

population of clerkSwho were marehomogeneoue tiMn the total population
7;5_

atthat joblevel.- A model Which'inclUdedthe Wonderlic and clerical,teUts:,

showed that older ind'male.employees apparently received higher PerfOrmin:

ratings .than their -counterparts . 'Scores on the Clericaltests:Were

positively related with performance ratings, as was previoui-governMentY

experience: AlthOughTit_droppe&out in.the last .stage of analysiw.the.-

Wonderlic test scores were,poSitiVely related to, performance ratings.-

i. . model which. sUbstituted the _number test for the Wonder-11C produced

the-same final resu ts. HoweVer, the number test dropped'outat an early

stage-ofTtheeinalys s and wastpt positively relatedtoperforMance-ratings.

Although. the.C011e degree varilbrb dropped out in the-final analysis, it

Was significant in the-maximum adjusted R
2
model and was positively related

to perforMaince ratings. ,
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-,.

Job Lave. Performance Ratings Model 2(Cleiks).
:Variables" Beta Coefficient

SOW'. 75\,.. .29 .57 1

ClerichL. Test . .21 .24,
Goverament Experitenee .17

=Rite
, .,,:i , I

:.19

MUltiple :10 .20

T

3..05 .

2.24

1,98.

.

_t
,.When organizational 'experience variables-mere added tohe model, and

.". .

total yeariCmas..indluded rather .than age as:, a variable, the -.results
indidated that-mele employee,s. and _those vial% longeximais; of. vvice,
tended to receive higher :perfa:Srmance raAings. 'his' =inoc 4100-1Adic
that mriploveas'irit# college degrees and -gRose ;tit had.takeit'clompeny
approved courses fo complete. their. B.S. e .r quirements received
-higher performance tatings. Resultd on the umber 'test #ere --aido:=

ated'
.

PJsitively related to the. ratings./ Whert_t Wonderlic: test. Was, sub-
stituted for the number test; it dropped out in the final stages as
a significant variable. However, analysis of the' data utilizing a model.
which. included age -rather. than total, years4_and the Wonderlic test,
indicated the possible importance ,of other variables.. The final level
of analysis indicated that male employees, received 'higher ratline, but
age. did not. add signifiCantly to, the explained variance. Although de
government -experience variable was positively related tothe performance
ratings, employees who had held-revious Jobs in general appeared to
receive higher ratings. Employees who.hild taken secretarial courses and
approved courses to complete the reqUirements for a 13.A. degree received
,lower performance. ratings. The Wonderlic test was positively associated
with performance ratings,\and employee's Who had taken Gas distribUtion
training appeared to have improvedtheir ratings. Although.. it dropped

. .

out at the last stage of the analysis, courses designed to .complete the
B.S. degree were positively related to performance ratings. office
skills were highly correlated with both to al years enrage; bubt'oefl;ce.
skills 4i cup-4 not show as a 81.044 incent va Lee when-,a model including

.. . /office skills rather thin age or, total years,' was used to analyze the data,

ee
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peri.

4,

ry, it. would appear. rebetlignale clerks and thpse,employed folk

with the company receivedehigher ra:tings and that a college
dm. and courses Which iSd to

iMproved ratinfo as did Gaa distrt
p et ion of th0 :8.5 ...-'degree.

ion, training. There atm epee,

longer

indicati s from these analyses th = the period of employment with

the coop rather: than jge by itself improved performance ratings, sin

ago ,was not identified ails significant vaiiable. a model iilcluding-
*gee employees who had held previougt,jObs, that presulabir'hid:.

feWer Years with the company at a given age tended to receive lamer:
performance ratings.

-

-

!.° '



Variables

,Sea

Total Years

b.s.-douree,

Amber :reap

College. Degree
Multiple R2 .26

f.

APPENDIX D

4 Performance Ratings - Model 3 including

Beta

..44

.36 , -.27.

.16 .
.

.19 y .23

111°.* .i2v:

total
T

2.33
3.73
1.76L%

1.94

Years)

Sex.

Job Levels4 Performance Ratings - Model -'-4.(including age)

Beta IL

`-t28
Variables

Previous Job.

,Glitstribution Training:17

Seeritarial Course -.17

LA. Degree Course .22

sWonderlic Test -.17

Government, Experience
Multiple R

2
.26

-.17-

Coefficient
.44

T

2.85.

-1.81

1.7.9

-2.38-

' 1 78.

:2.00

-
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Job LeveL.5

p.

C

There-were 83 lndividuili studied in this job level, 45.7% of whoth .

were male and'1.2% of whom were black. The race ariable was not utilized

in the enelYels because of th a If representaiko pf .black-employees.

111theugh the it -achieved in the analysis .of-this job- .level was relatively

emall,.the.results indicate again that older eimployees tenditCto receive
Aa

higher performance ratings than others. At this levelmat appears that

the scores on the numeriCAD-test Zere,p0sitiVely:relatedto-perfotmance

.ratings,. In this job level sex and age were highly correlated II% that

it .is pOsSibfethatthe4g ffect indicated above reflects a-tendency

fer:male employees to recei. -higher7performance ratings.

Variable

r al Teat

Job: Level 54Performance Ratings .-.14(14eL 1

.19--.

:Age .40.

.Mu4iple R2 .18

`

Oeffitient

.27

Job Level 5 Including Organizational Variables

When organizational experience. variables were added to the model,
_.with'total years Mibstituting for age, there, was an increase in the

. variance explainedther7.,anal5rsis. Total years with the company '

and scores on the number test were both 'significantly. and positiveiy.

related to performance ratings.'. Although it dropped out jitit before

`the final analysis, there is some indication that scores'on the

mechanics teat were negatively related to performance ratings

WOO.' A model which included age but, not -total years of exp

:Aowed- age as a significant variable, and also indicated that

T

1.92!

3.92

"

at this

erience-.

employees

who had taken approve4 business courses succeeded in obtaining

higher performance ratings. Both experience in the gas industry and

steel industry experience werenegatively related to performance ratings.

The number test scores were the last" variables to drop out of the..

analysis, but there is.inidication in this model that they were. positively

related. to performance ratings ;813

-75

tti



Job. Level 5-Performance Ratings - Model: 2-(i+ncluding total ye rs)

:Coefficient , T .

.36 4.62.

Variables- 'Beta

Total Yeats-

;;NOmber TOot .55 2.28

!..76biLever,5,:PerfOrmance RatingsMode13 (Age)

Ariables gets

siness Course.

Gaitxperienc6

Ofeei-RxperienFe,

Age

Multxple R .22

!/". Cafficient. T

gt-. 1.771
. .

-.80r -1.83

76

76
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0

There Were 85 indiiiduals studied in this job-level 90.5% of whom were

mall and none :'of whim were black. nigh correlations amag the age, sex,nd

college dowse variables, posed'difficult problems. for, the analysis of this

job level. The model that did not include sex or age indicated that retail

e*Pettence'and-office .skills were negatively associated with performance

ratings, and the college degree variable dropped out before-the final stage'

.ofthe'analytia.-Jt would appear.that,:these -restate refieOtad.the relation-
_

ihip, between sex -find perforMince katings. The college degree and sex`4ari- -

. .

ablepwere highly -correlated (.6) "witli the degtee being associated.wi

female-amployeis In -144t, the college degree-vari4olwas nag/rely

related p.rformanos ratinge,:auggesting that female ampVloyeeW.tended ta%.*

receive Iaifer'riiingse TLie negative relatibitthips'hetween'retati-experitence--

and offiee'dkills probably halite the same basis:."
Job' Level' Performance Ratings - Model 1

TVariable -"c" Beta Coefficient
. .

A'revioOs Job .,18, .45T 1.84.

,Large Retail Experience !.:24 .- -.78 -2.37

.Small Retail Experience .28.: ...65: -2.84

Office Skills -.29 -,53

'Multiple R
2

.27

A second model was utilized which included sex, but which did not include

either the college degree or, age variablea...The results indicated that .

male employees tended to receive higher .performance ratings as did emploYees

who had' held other jobs hefere'being employed by the company. In:spite di_

the inclusion of the sex variable, all retail experience ancroffice Alkills
. _

were tignifccantlY and negatively associated with performance ratings.- The

last variable to dropout of the analysis was:the Wonderlic test, which had

-a negittiire ielatlonahip with perforMance:-..kattngs.

'4o%7

77

t,



Job Level 6 Performance Ratings - Model 2

bLe .
Beta, -Coefficient ,..

Ir.

_ . .s/.22 _- -.04, . t 2.26Sex

Prey ioui - Job
.

. .19, .47 1_91

Small Retail Experience"' -.28 -.66 -2.89

Office. Skills -.32 -.Ns -3'.16

Multiple R?. .27

A third suede' wea.tested which sukstituted.the age variable for
1 ,

results indicatinea dominating imilect of the agi variable with older

Anmp/oyeea receiving higher performene.ratings. Manufacturing:experience

-end gas.pulio experience were also-associated with peiformance.ratings.

The letter miy.,,be pickinglkpl'the effemts Of the oleic variable vhidh vas.

.exciuded froa In sussofiryk,.it. 'appears that there ia signifidant

evidence .that older. es4Ployees and.thale employees tend 'to receive.dhigher

'performance ratinge at thie: level and that if 'the .intelligence' test given

.to job applicants has. anv Predictive validity for jobs at this .level, higher

test scores are associated witholower performance ratings.
.11

Job Level 6- Pe r f ormanc e Ratings - Model 3

Variable Beta --\-.. Coefficient T

\Manufacturing Experience .16._ .30 1.73

Gas Pump Experience 45 .54 1.61

Age j

t

:51 .39:
.
5.39

Milltiple R ,
2 .X

ti

Job Level 6 Including Organizational Variables
- .

A model that included sex. and .totel,years with the company indicated that

both. variable's added significantly to the explained yariance. Male employees
f

and those, with longer service received higher performance ratinls... Gas dill.,

trib4tion7 train h 1ped improve performance ratings. .Although 'eMployees

vho took g training not Paid for.by the company received -lower

ratings. !either the: WbItdeFrlic .nor' to clerical test vas significant, and both

dfopped-Out of .the analysis at a very early stall.' an a model that did not



.

include sex,, but did include r:arge retail experience and.high .school degree, 'all

which substituted the numbers test for the Wonder lic and clerical test, total so

years with the company and the Gas distribution training; were positively associated

4
with performanCe ratings writ le external trainings not supported.by the 'company

and snall, retail experience were negatively related to the gratings. In tion,

large retail ex rience was negati lely.related to performance ratings and

.4m04yees took courses to comp ete a B.S. degree requirement appeared to
. .

have received loser performance ratings. Small -retail experience Was'associated .
. .

with layer ratings. A third model which exclided sex and subitituted college

degree indicated again that the college degree was negatively related to per-
.. ,

formance ratings and that manufacturing experience'appeared to havelifproyed, the
4,4b

rating.. It is possible that both the. latter findings reflect higher per=
. 1..

foimance ratings_given to maie y emPioYee 9 P

Y.

5'

V
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Job Israel 6 perforlance

Yertablg -

Sex

Topsi-yea%,.

GisDietribution Training

Geneial External Training

Ratail:Experience.

Ma.tiple R2' _

n

Ratings - Mode1,4 fincluding.Sex)

Beta Coefficient T

..18: .52

.41 ,36 4.04

.53 2.14.

-.16 -.22; -1:70

.18 .
..41 -1.81

Job Level 6.Perfornence Ratings
k

"Variables' Be-ta

Total-Years
0

Gas Distribution TiSining

General External Training

- LS-Degree Coarse
Y

Lt

Large 4!itail Experience

Small Retail Experience

Multiple R
2

.39-

04
;

- Model 5 teXCluding sex

Coefficient: T

.4.37 .31" 3.86'
.26

.64 2.$5
A.

-.17, -.24, -1.90

.15 1.67

-.27 7b.:89

.

-.18 4

Job-Leve1.6 Performance

Variables :Beta'

Total Years. .39
bt 4. -

Gas. Distribution:pm/144.28

Manufacturing Experience

College Degree -;:17

ituktiple R2

Ra Jags del 6 texcluding sex)

Coefficient

.34

.68

.

*

80 r
%

-S a

T

3.91

2.98

1.79

-1.68,



Job Level 7

APPENDIX D

I
..

There were 31 individuals studied in thii job. level; 382 of whom were

male and none of whom were black. The R2 achieved by the model used to
.

. .0-

analyse this jobAevel van relatively. small. However, there is.eignificant
i

=a"
svideloe that at this -level individuals who were relatafto. sap s at the

time they were hired tended,to receive-somewhat digher pelf° et ratingst

There la,also some indication that women received Usher retinae thee men

at this level and,that construction experience was negatively related to
d

.

job performance. However, the latter eko variables dropped.odt in the

last stage-of analysis,-and did not add significantly tithe variance

explained by the model.
f , .st

4, Job Level. 7' Performance 'Retinae - Model I

CaiffiCient

1..96

Variable Beta

Relative .34, .10

Multiple B2

Job.Level Including Organitationii'Variab/es
.

Several models including. different groupings of courses were Used to

analyze.the 'data because of-thehigh correlation among variables.

vases the orginizational-Variebles substintially increased the variance
.

:explained by themodels. The first1),rgenizational model indicated that

employees who had.4en gtVen general interne/ training by the company.
.,..

. .

received higher *romance ratings while thOse.wholvad taken unsupported-
?

external CbuisesAippeallid to have received lowerrat1nis. Again in this

Model employees with relatives in the COmpany'received higher 'performance
- . ..

rings,. At this-level apparently Gas.distiib on irainingi'Dale r
Ytir

Carnegie courses; e gineering courses, and secretarial courses, did not
....

significantby impr e performance ratings. Although.the.variable.dropped

49ut(at the last .)3413 rior tothev;final,analtsis; there is some evidence

in this model thatem oyeea who took tectiniEal coeraes improved their

performance ratings

444

,
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APPENDIX D

Job Level? Performance Ratings - Model 2
.

.
?..

Variablim." Beta---- Coefficient

deneal-Intergal Trathing :32

Geneial 'External Training -.29

IMaatiye

Multiple* R2

.40 .

.32

.

A second model which included business courses in place of sump&

the'other training courses reinforced-0e viidence from the first,ImOdee

that technical COUTAfte apparently helped perforlince rattail, Arab: in

thi; model unsupported external training vie.neqativelY sainted te. the

Performance ratings, and, individuals vitb relatives-employed thecompear.

were rated higher than others. Although it dropped out Idimbefoa°the final

stags of analysis, there is some indication that total.year; vith'tha,com?e4y

vas associated with higher performance ratings..-

.06 2.02

-t45 .21.84
'r
.12'. - 2.51'

Job Level 7 Performance Ratings - Model4:,.

Variables Beta Cdefficient

General External Training -.37 -.58 -2.29

Technical Course .29 .48 1.78
. ,.

Relative .41 43' 2;52

Multiple R
2

.30
,

.82
82

r
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,T0-

Jciob 20

They* *ere 73 indivtduais studied in this job level 'which is an exempt

ctissificOtio0.. 93% of the employees studied were male and 4t,were'black.

The modals, reported biklbeinclude both the domographie and.orlinizational

variables...Aithough.fesiale emilOyeekere dply a sell percent ot.thOse at

this job leve/, their perEormance.rati4s were higher than their" male
.;

counterparts. ,Older:employees and those with more years with_the.company4

tended to receive higher per%Prmance ratings, andlukiring.held a previous.

job and in ,particulalshaving had experience inthe gas industry were

; aspoeiated with hlgher performance rdtings., Although thWdTopped dui_ in
.; .y . 2-

the final stages of analysis there is some indication that manufacturing

experience and small wail experience'Were negative/y reit..tad. tot performance

ratings. In e model tfiat substituted 'age for total years with the compaiy

the numbly of promotions-per year was posttiveli related to Peiformance,.

ratings.

1".

.Variables

Sex

Previous'Job

Total Years

Gas, Experience

multiple le 3

a

Job Leve1,20 Performance Rating

Beta

:22

30.

.40 ,

Model 1.
..

Coefficient,

:69

.fu.

of.

'Job Level 20 Performs ce_Ratings - Model 2

Variables Beta .4

Sex - , . , -.33 -..94 ,
. '4:39' I

Previous Job .56- 1,78-. :0

.20 ..88 1.97 ';,,

'37-'
-".90 .11.710'

'30 ..22 .
.3.05

.,,.

Multiple R2_
, (N..

A
-..

,

4-;PrOMOtinnA ?er

ditr-EXiierience:

A'se

.

.8>:;- r
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..loh lievel 30
. .

.

There were 169 individuals studied in his job level, which is an exempt

classification. 99:% orila individuals stuctied lore male. and only 2% were .

black. the initial analysis failed to develop a model that explained any..
is

substantial fraction- the variance in perfbamince ratings The job

leve1,4ncludes 'a of job titles covering such diverse job classi-

fications it5k fo--

manager,: capital

.accountant, sates representative, and assistant. !-

tins badget., There. are' 51 fob. titles in .the:
.

level and given the size of the sample it, is not the

4.*'analysis failed to produce significant results. A separate analysis was

donst.'of the 63' foremen who, are at this job level. They were all. men and

all white. The first model.used included the total inimbei of promdtions,

IP
but not total, years of servie. The ftnal analysis . indica ed that individuals.

. .

who had taken high school equ)Nalency courses"were more 'likely to receive

higher performance ratings. Of particular interest is the fact that the

scores on tie Bennett mechanical test were negatively related to foresan's

performance rating. Total° promotions:and other experience were also

negatively. related with .performance ratings. ' The former resins seems

tfilt individuals, who either Jumped steps or move.up a short

promotion ladder to Lioiessin'Neri more highly regarded by their
. The .analysis indicates 4hat 'employees who,start At the very, betton and '

work their wa thcoUgh foreman do not. reeeive as high performanee

ratings po. -toolip. have a- shorter route tOlihe supervisory position:
j ' . .411

umber;Ofo:thei variables were-.,included in the soder-with the high

2- '
.R, althougn variables they 'did not contribute

fitantlyio the.-.eicplained variance. Amin a last to -oiit of

analysis were the fluency rating, which was. itikely associated with

fformance ratingS, and construction experience and the clerical test,

both of which were negatively 'telated with performanee-ratings.

1.
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APPENDIX ,D

./

A second *Mel 'was utilised ,whfctl ipcluded promotionuer yeitris as

'a variable. This model also identified the results of Mmechattical

r.9.-performenee ratings. dirrliromen experience

o negativairrelated with thereting4:. Althoiligh

stages of the analysis, the mast with the

high school equivalency courses and construction

tad taken the high school equivalenCycoureei

test as negatively related t

and other experience wer41.0

they dropped.out inpthe last

mime adjusted R2- included

vittpottence. Individuals who

appeared to have.achte/Od higher perfOrManCe.ratingss construction-

experience was negatively related to the Fittings. A,third4s0442-.001.uded

tote/. yeera,..Of amplcOient theffinal!reaults:were

Volt:Mice, to the second model-described abOvi..The laat variabie that

dropped of the'anaiiais indicate the possibility that cans*uction

ely related performance ratingitft'endthitAej,

Ben 8 the judgment- rating Were positively' related tcc-th

:experience Wiwte

distribUtion Cdit

ratings.
.

yariable

Total Promotibne'

agOsichool lency

'Foremen Ferformance RIO

Beta

-.27

.19

MechaniCal Test: -.32

Other Experience -.26

tiple -R2 .27
(

_Variable

.NeChanical Test

nr

Foren Performance Rat

Beta

,32

-Government Experience.

Other Experience-.

:11Ultiple:e .23 :7\

s Model 1
.

Coefficient

..69 -2.39

1.73
.

-.27 4.91.

-.42 -2.37

MOdels'2 and

'Coefficient

-.27
-;23 -.98

.307

4.80,

-2.64

. 85
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40

Therevere 61; individuals studied.Wthis job level-which ineludei
1

e*empt AWeiassificaticiiis. 987; of the employees ore melon and none Of

theitwere ,At .this job level performance-ratinga did not- appear...

to be affected.by'Age or'total years with the company. he only variable

that had a significant positive relatiOnshtp with perforeenci- ratings. Was

the Dale Carnegie Course. 'PerVeraely, prier fxperienci ih the gas

industry and the rate of proeiotionitereerylOively related to. performance

ratings, -,as was small' retail experience. .This-job,leve1:190.!Adea,a wide

variety of. timer*ieory positions and it mayiebe:that there-was iiaufficient .!

immeogeneity in the'-group to identify significant factors related to pet-

)r However,formance at ngs. owever, the absence of A °seniority" affect and the

negative relationship of the promotion rate and gas industry etcperienCe are

a

significant:

Job Level 40 Performance Biting.

Variables Beta

"Promotions Per Year -.27,

Dale.tarnegie Course 09

. Gas Experience7 -.24

.Small Retail-Experience -.20

Multiple. R2 .26
ir

Coefficient.

-.17 1 -2.30

63 3.31

-.4 '-2.06

-.48. .4.69
- .



plimbrx
,

mites

Mite Caner Pitailitiono poi Twat
PUMA. NNW',

Seta COaffiniant Tr
Alr- . o

,
M acs of flosvios .. -.15 -.001 .-2...

. ..

iOaa Diatrbuilon.:Coacoo .10 2.00

.1112inawring. Courts' .09 .007 . 11.73-

o Ilaporioaca'
,74

Rotative-

-.11 -.06 -2.1ili
. . r

.' .1.1. .. .03 2.16

5,416 .

1.97
,....

2.97

3.67

:31/ .09

Locati0111 2 -15 .05

Location 3 ..J .06

Location 4 , .20 f .07

Loar.lition 1

Location. S

Location 7

.12 .04

.16 .05.,

3

. Tests

a2 -.24.

2.30

3.30

; .



APPINIUX

TABLE 17

7 White' Collar Promotion per Year
Emopt Eoployaes - Modal 2*

"."

Gas Dittrihntion Couilm

Oil Exparienca ."
k

Ape

; 41
-,-

Beta;,::74-JoaffiCiant
k- ,

. 06 49°V :

-.1,0

7:18

Relative .10

Location 1 .31

Location 2 - .12

Lqcation 3 .14
4.

Location 4 .20

Location 5 .12_
(

Location 7 .16

*No mists.

se .24

-.0'6 -1.9'6

-.002 7.3,61

.03 2.04"

.09 5.84.

at
.04 2.86

.05'
t /- 2.76

..07 3.88

.03. 2.26

.05 3.22



0 LAITimpix!I

ly4mui-te

Whit* C011ar pew Year
IiiiurpOlOmpioiess - Model 3*
0

P.

11C;fricea.Test
,

! gostfici.tit
,4..

.02

.002
Y.

)talativa'

Location 1

Location 2 IA

Location 3

Lciaation 4

Location 5

Location 7

Taste

7

.17

.22

.30

f

,f;

1..%66

/ .11 4.82

2.31

,.08 r ,2.58

.09 3.66

.05 2.49

.07 3.17



-01

Beta.
.4t

Gab DistributionCourie AS

Technical Cr.oc;ee .16 ---

:13

Utility .Experiencej ,13

Steel Faiessience

4

Coeftlimient T

2,013

.01 2.26
a

.06 1.88

1,06, 1.80
4

OollegeDegrai -.14 -.OS -1.84

Office Skills .04

Othei Education :Ow 2 .03

i . .

2.12

'Location 2 -.14 -.05 ' =2.02

Location 3'
.

.16 -.07
. 2.23

V

Location 6 -.16 -.05 -2.29

Non-exempt Performance
Eating 12 -.92 -1.73

4
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APPIDIDIX

TABLE, 20.

Obits Coll4r Prcepotins per' Year..
.Ifon-Exeept Ihrpioisse!

,7

Secretarial Course.

C eritztl T1111t.

ctUrink Experience

y Expeeience

CdatfLMent

.06

-.02

.04

T'

1.98

-1.99

.09 , 2.40

.002 ) '1111;87

0

:054 2.74

.07- 1198

Eel

Ltioaiion.:1

Location, 8

With Vests.

r

91
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APP1121918 7 #

2,2

11,6 Qolhr Terviiastiies *
Um Bites - 1116s OM Toss.

4

Vondarlic Tent.
t

Utility IsporiOnoa. .i'.*
(

*is
Loat ion 2

Location 3

Location 4

**Otto* 3

Location 6

Location 7

Location 8 r

, ,

Seto- Coefiistiost

;13

.11.

..-.24 .02.

-.41 -.46 .

,
. -3.28

-.23 .. -.39 -3.30

-3161/- -3.83

-7.35 . -.38 . 4.39

-.24- , -.Z8, -3.33 , ..
,

-.33 - , 13 -4.02

-.20 -.32

T

.07 2.13

.22 1. so

-4.10

2 in ..24

* Tend tryst vas: coded as +.1

P

ft,

'-2.77

p.
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201k 23

Blue Collar Mrsiaatikla
GO-Board limployaea

. Data 'Coafficiont

S4U1 " -.20 -,390113

Itocimniiaa1 Teat p -.07' -./1

Rani. RnO,Fiencf, ,08 .;19

Girtarosiont 1icpiot4qnco .04 1,25

Oil 'Ricpakionca 1,` 07 ..176
.

T

-7;44

72.81

3.17'.

1.7i .

2.60

Beall Ra.tail itxpariania
..

.7.28

AID -.31 -.03 4.67

School .Graduata -.03 .7..15 -1.64

College Graduate to .05, .35 1.79

Location 3- '7.05 -.25

Location 4 7' f .-.14I4.

Location 3 -.05 -.18
., .,

.,
. % .'

LiicatiOn. 6 -.04' -.18

Location17. -104 ....t .

Location 8 ..05 - ..23

-.07 -.22.Perfoimame Riming

R2 op .19

-1.67

-1.23'. -

-1.70

- 1.86

-4.23

61.b6

-2.70
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1 APPINDIX
. TAMP 24

, Mita Sakai" TtYagitation
Moir Mires - Iess Ten Tim TWITS * 4

.
Sets

Other' itxperierace .13

: 4
-.27

Si* School Graduate .(-
-.16

Otjher ration ..-.14

Non-exempt-Performace
Imams -.15

tnimmet Perfooriose

12 - .16

* Teludeation was coded is +-1

I

ti

4.

69-

A

Coefficiest T

.11 2.15

-.01 ' -3.76

-.31. 3 -2.27

-.10 -1.94

-1.79

-2.67
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\, APPENDIX P

TAELE.25

White Collar Termination.
Ow-Board Employees

.

Sex

Government Experience
.

ate

-.18

.06

Age -.31

College Graduate -.06

other EdUCation- -.09

Promotions/Year -.12

Non-exempt:Performance
.- Ratingsi -:08

Exempt PerformanCe ."
Ratings -.08

vt

.25

A7

0

Coefficient T
.

-.55 -4.62
,

.30 1.94

-.03 -8.76

-.21 -1..65"

7.31.: .2.90

-.26 ' -3.63

-.28- -2.04

-.19 -L.78

U

21


